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SPINOZA AND IMMORTALITY

BY ERNEST G. BRAHAM

ON first consideration one would not expect Spinoza to have

any place for immortality in his teaching seeing that he

considers that there is One Spiritual Substance in existence with its

tem]:)orary differentiations into things and persons. One needs

to observe, however, that throughout Spinoza's system there runs

two fundamental views which are never cjuite reconciled. The first

em]>hasizes the unitv of the universe at the expense of the parts, the

second side is quite individualistic, emphasizing the parts at the

expense of the unity. This latter side comes out especially in what

he terms the "conatus" which plays a prominent part in his ethical

teaching. According to this the differentiations of the imiverse

have a tendency to seek their own preservation as against the efforts

of the other parts, and he makes this ''conatus" the essence of the

individual.

\\'h-en. however, Spinoza is arguing against Descartes he takes

rather the other view based on the unity of Reality. Descartes

said that there were two kinds of substance, matter and mind, but

he did not regard these as having equal value. As regards matter,

there is only one material substance, viz., the whole material uni-

verse : what we call a chair or a house or any particular part of the

material universe is only a temporary modification of the one ma-

terial sriistance for Descartes and as such will come to an end. But

Descartes treats spiritual substance quite differently. He does not

consider that there is only one Spiritual Substance but that each

individual mind is a genuine substance. Admittedly he thinks that

each spiritual substance is something that depends for its existence
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upon God but eacli spiritual substance will last forever unless God
annihilates it.

Spinoza wages war against the idea of the two kinds of sub-

stance in Descart-es, material and spiritual and asserts that there is

only one Spiritual Substance and that our minds are just temporary

modes of that one substance. Instead of saying with Descartes that

God had created material substance and a lot of other spiritual

substances. .Spinoza says God alone is Substance known to us under

the form of two attributes (although having infinite attributes)

these two attributes being extension and thought, that is material

form and menial form. The attributes, however, about which

Spinoza s]«2aks are almost at times exalted by him to the level of

substance. In any case they cannot be degraded to mere qualities of

the one sul)stance. They seem to have a rank not (|uite so high

as Sul)stance and not (|uite so low as form or quality. Each of the

Attributes, extension and tliought, is differentiated into modes. On
the side of our bodies we are modes of the attribute of extension,

on the side of our minds w-e are modes of the attribute of thought.

There is for Spinoza complete correlation between the two modes

bodv and mind, we cannot have liody without mind, nor mind

w ithout body.

Farther, Si:)inoza begins to draw a distinction between finite

and infinite modes, and the infinite modes turn out to be the eternal

differentiations of the attributes. Given a man as he really is he

must be regardefl as an eternal mode of the attribute of thought on

the side of his mind, and an eternal mode of the attribute of ex-

tension on the side of his body. This position i^resents us with

the r^al difiiculty of reconciling the fact that man's bodv which

breaks u]) like any other finite bod)- in death, being necessarilv

correlated to his spirit, would involve on a strict logical interpretation

tliat tiian's si)irit would break up too.

More difficulties arise in regard t" the (|uesti()ii of the iiiimortalitv

of the soul in .Spinoza's theory of knowledge. In this he dis-

tinguishes between thrc-e kinds of knowledge (a) the knowledge

which comes through the senses (h) rational or scientific knowledge

(c I inti'iiivc knowledge.

(a) This type is full of error. 'I'he knowledge ihrough the

senses depends upon the action of things iijx*!! the body and in con-

sequence it frefpiently tells us more about our own bodv than of

the external things. .Again the coniu'ction i> only an association be-
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tween the diflerent parts of this knowledge, there is no real logical

connection. C'onnected with this first type of knowledge there are

the passions on the conative side. The essence of knowledge at this

stage is that the individual is more acted upon than acting, both as

regards knowledge, emotions and conations.

(b) In regard to the second type of knowledge,— rational or

scientific knowledge,—this is a much clearer type. It is a knowl-

edge that depends on "notiones communes" as he calls them.

There are certain facts common to all kinds of bodies including our

own, such as geometrical and mechanical properties. If we confine

ourselves strictly to these we shall not fall into the mistake of con-

fusing vv'hat is due to our own body and what is due to the .external

world. Again at this stage one is not dealing with mere association

but with real logical connection between ideas. Probably Spinoza

would include more than we should in what is called logical con-

nection because at his period thinkers regarded causation as logical

sequence. If B always followed A, then A was thought of as the

cause of T'.. Also under the heading of logical connection he would

include what we call laws of nature. The connections then in this

second type of knowledge which he calls scientific knowledge are

real logical connections and not mere association as in the first type

knowledge which comes through the senses. Yet on-e cannot claim,

according to Spinoza, that this second type of knowledge in entirely

satisfactory because as he would sav it is all about generalities.

Corresponding to it there is a rational understanding of our own

passions, and for the causes of it a psychological understanding is

required, but owing to the abstractness of this knowledge it does

not hel]) us to control by our minds. Spinoza's own view is that one

passion can be controlled by another if you can replace passive

emotions by active ones, which are those in which we have clear

understanding. For instance, sorrow, a passive emotion does not

do good either to the sorrowful person or to others. Spinoza would

say that v/e should not merely try to get rid of sorrow, but try to

understand the real causes of personal trouble and disaster and the

troubles and disasters which overtake others, and base then upon

that active emotion adesive to help. So much for the second type of

knowledge.

(c) The third type, intuitive knowledge, is supposed to combine

the merits of the concreteness of the first with the merits of the sec-

ond. The second is clear and rational knowledge and so is the third
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type, but the latter is not confin-ed to abstractions and o^eneralities.

Spinoza being- a mystic, it is difficult to know what he reallv means

bv scictitin intiiit'z'a. Probably it is a mystical knowledg^e or insight

which comes only to those who have mystical experiences. He
saw the system of the universe as a whole, which ordinary science

cnily sees piecemeal but his view seems essentially to be that the

content of the second and third type of knowledge is the same

with tliis distinction of outlook, viz.. that in the stage of scientific

knowledge one's mind moves from one piece of the world to another.

but in intuitive knowledge one passes to the whole immediately.

Tt is the same system, however, which the mystic sees as a whole

that the scientist sees fragmentarily as he considers one portion of

reality after another. But there is another point in Spinoza's allied

to this special mystical knowledge and indeed its most essential ele-

ment which is that special tvpe of emotion which he called "the

intellectual love of God."

From this theor\' of knowledge the Spinozian view of immor-

tality must be developed. Indeed it certainly cannot he grasped un-

less his theory of knowledge is first understood. One is quite aware

that difficulties arise out of his theory of knowledge especially over

the fact of error. According to Spinoza error arises because we

have finite bodi-es, each of us has a special place in the world and

consequently we see things from a special angle and so we are liable

to group things together which are not closely connected in nature

and also to separate things which are closely related in nature. This

of course \vorks all right so long as we regard ourselves as being

finite modes, but in the later stages of knowledge he makes out that

we (our bodies and minds) are not finite modes but eternal diiTeren-

tiations of God, that is infinite modes. The way Spinoza tries to

reconcile this apparent dualism is ingenious. He says that each man,

as he really is, is an infinite differentiation of reality, but most men

are mistaken as to the nature of their true selves. \Miat the ordi-

nary man takes for his true self is not an infinite and eternal

diff-erentiation, it is a mix up of bits from one infinite mode and

bits from other infinite modes. To this man death will mean finding

out the mistake. X(^ doubt cxcryonc is more or less mistaken about

the true self, but the ordinary man who lives entirely on the level

of perceptual knowledge and passive emotion is tremendously mis

taken al)oiit ll)c nature of his true self. Take the a\erage book-

maker for instance. Xo doubt there is an eternal dilTerentiation of
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reality corres])ondin,^ to him, l)ut as he knows himself it does not

nniqnely correspond to him. What he calls himself, and what he

lakes an interest in is a mix up of parts extracted from a great

numher of eternal modes. When he dies the eternal modes will go

on all right, hut the peculiar mixture which he calls himself will come

to an end, consequently this type of man is mortal. In the case

of the wise man, however, such men as Plato or Spinoza himself.

vSpinoza would say no douht what the wise men take to be themselves

contains some confusion. That is to say there is not one eternal

single differentiation which corresponds to the wise man. Still he

has got over so many delusions by rising to the second and third

tvpes of knowledge that what he knows as himself is inainlv one

eternal difi"erentiation though there ma}' be slight elements from the

eternal modes mixed with it in the wise man's views of himself.

When this kind of man dies the mixture will cease but tJic bulk

of what he takes to be himself now is really an eternal mode, there-

fore in that sense he is immortal.

This seems to be what S]:>inoza means by immortality. Tt is

clearly only the immortality of the wise.

In closing one may add two brief criticisms.

(a) How in the first place do these mixtures of eternal differen-

tiations arise? If one says that the bookmaker mistakes a mixture

for himself and that this mixture will not last the shock of death,

surely there must be some reason why this or any of the particular

mixture exists here and now. One cannot see why infinite and

eternal modes should be mistaken about their own limits. We have

here in Spinoza the same sort of difficulty as that of reconciling the

infinite with finite modes.

(b) On Spinoza's y'xqw there is complete correlation between

the thought and the extension sides of any mode. The body of the

wise man breaks up in death just in exactly the same way as the

body of ordinary man, and yet Spinoza appears to hold that the

mind of the wise man persists with very little change whilst the

mind of the man on the lower level is such a mixture and confusion

that it disappears in death and that as mind it ceases to be.

These are some of the questions arising out of Spinoza's view

of immortality, which as we have seen, arises out of his theory of

knowledge. Spinoza gives no convincing proof why the wise men
alone should be immortal. The proof he gives is inconsistent with

his metaphysical basis of the One Substance : and the ordinary
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man asks why this Lltimate ReaHty of which he is a part, which

produced him, and to which he contributes in his moral endeavour,

should reduce him to a cipher at the end of his earthly course ? This

question demands a more satisfactory answer than Spinoza ofifers us.



TRANSUBSTANTIATION IN ECCLESIASTICAL

PHILOSOPHY

BY ROBERT P. RICHARDSON

(Continued)

Not until jNFarch 10, 1400, did the clergy g?-in their wish of hav-

ing ci statute against heresy, but too impatient to wait for this, they

illegally fabricated a Common Law, putting forward without basis

the doctrine that by Common Law the King had a right to i'^su-e

a writ for the burning of a heretic. Action was taken in this illegal

manner by issuing a writ of Dc Haerctico Comhurendo against

William Sawtrey, a London priest, who declaring himself unable

to believe in Transubstantfation was soon reduced to a heap of ashes

by the secular arm of kindly Mother Church. This took place Feb-

ruary 26, 1400, shortly before the passage of the statute against

heresy, the first victim under the latter being a poor tailor, John

Badby, who when brought before his judges said that if every con-

secrated Host were the Lord's Body then there were twenty thousand

Gods in England, which he could not believe, since he put his faith

in a single omnipotent God. The Prince of Wales, afterward King

Henry V, took a personal interest in Badby's cremation, and while

the fire was burning up around the victim ofifered him a pardon with

the additional allurement of a yearly pension if he would only

acknowledge the truth of Transubstantiation. Priests bearing con-

secrated Hosts hovered around the stake and held up the bread that

Badby might adore it before he died and thus save his soul. But

the perverse heretic would not worship the wafer, and received in

the flames his due penalty of death.

Even after Henry A^III had broken with Rome it was not safe

to deny the Real Presence, and that monarch's Six Articles of 1449,

called by the heretics The Whip with Six Strings, specified denial
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of Transubstantiation as a heresy punishable by death at the stake.

and threatened even those who accepted Transubstantiation with

death as felons should they teach the necessity of communion in

both kinds and insist that the laity as well as the priest ought to

drink the Holy Blood. One notable sutTerer was John Lambert,

who was burned aliye for denial of the Real Presence after trial

before the king in person. Some years later, in 1546. Anne Askew,

a young lady of twenty-five, was also con\icte(l of denying that a

piece of bread was God, and "Blufif King Hal" had her first tor-

tured on the rack to make her disclose the names of other criminals

guilty of disbelief in the Real Presence and then burned her at the

stake in comj^anv with three other heretics.

Hus, whose thought had been greatly influenced by that of

Wvclif, was accused of disbelief in Transubstantiation when he

appeared before the Council of Constance. Witnesses stated he had

declared that the "substance" (i. e. substratum) of the bread re-

mained after consecration, saying that if this were not so he would

like to know what was broken at communion. Hus denied the

charge and affirmed he believed the consecrated wafer was "the very

body of Christ which \vas born of the Mrgin ]\rary. was crucified,

died and was buried, which rose from the dead on the third day and

is now sitting at the right hand of God, the Father Almighty.'' Al-

though this particular accusation was al)aiKlone(l, the assembled

clergy found enough heresy in the belief of the Pohemian Reformer

to enable them to burn him at the stake.

^klost of the adherents of Hus remained faithful to Transubstan-

tiation, and took it so seriously that in the Hussite wars which ra\--

aged l')ohemia from 141*^^ to 14vS8 the most important question in dis-

pute was the right of the laitv as well as the ]:)riest to partake of the

Holy P)l')od at communion. Tt is the custom of the Roman Church

to allow the laymen to partake of the consecrated bread, but to re-

serve the wine for the officiating jiricst alone. This is jiartly to

obxiate the danger of spilling the "blood" on the floor, but chiefly

to enhance the prestige of the priest. The Hussites, who held the

teachings of Christ more authoritatix e than those of Popes and

Coiuicils. found in tlu- !-^crii)tures the words, "l^xcept ye eat of the

flesh of the .Son d Man and drink His blo(^d ye ha\e no life in you.

Whoso eati'tli ni\' llesh and (lrin]<rtli ni\- l)li>ii(l hath -eternal lite: and

I will raise him on the last day. T'^or my ilesh is meat indeed, and

my blood drink indeed." (John vi. 54, 55). .\nd they argued, quite
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logically, that drinking the Holy Blood as well as eating the Holy

Body was absolutely necessory for salvation. Hus himself did not

preach this doctrine, but shortly before his death at Constance, en-

dorsed it when Jacobellus of Mies pointed out the implications of

the words recorded by John. The Hussites insisted on Utraouism,

communion in both kinds, instead of the Subunism or communion

under one kind prescribed by the Church. They and their oppon-

ents thus became known as Utraouists and Subunists, and early

in the conflict the Bohemian insurgents inscribed a chalice on their

banners that all might see for what they were fighting.

To obtain the Holy Blood by Transubstantiation of wine a duly

ordained priest was necessary, and as the Utraquists were short of

these they kidnapped a Catholic Subunist bishop and forced him to

ordain enough priests to satisfy their needs. The Utraouists al-

ways denied any taint of heresy, and were themselves zealous

heretic hounds. A sect they deemed heretical, the Adamites, arose

in Bohemia, and were exterminated by the Hussites, fifty of them

being burned at the stake on a single occasion. When in 1421 a

Bohemian priest, Martin Loquis, reached the point of rejecting the

Real Presence they seized him and one of his adherents, and after

torturing the two severely, finished off the poor wretches by throw-

ing them into boiling pitch.

In upholding Utraouism the Hussite leaders pointed out, quite

correctly, that Subunism was a Roman innovation, the more con-

servative orthodox Churches of the East having always kept to the

ancient custom of communion under both kinds. At the present day

the Roman Catholic Church itself sanctions Utraquism among the

faithful of the Uniate rites who are good Catholics, acknowledging

the supremacy of the Pope. Usually in the Uniate churches the

consecrated bread is mixed in the chalice with the wine and the

two administered to the lay communicant with a spoon. Yet in

Hussite times the crusaders of the Church that never changes

killed at sight any priest they caught administering the Holy Blood

to the laitv. And more than one infallible Pope gave express sanc-

tion to the Crusades in which such things were done. Modern
Catholic writers gloss over these facts, but admit that technically the

Bohemians who received communion in both kinds were not heretics

on this account. The question was one of Church discipline rather

than dogma, and true heresy arose only when the efficacy of Subunist

communion was denied.
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The Roman view is that communion in both kinds is needless

owing to the TotaHty of The Real Presence, a doctrine which by

one of its yet unmentioned ramifications serves to justify the

Subunist position. To the Council of Constance this part of the

Totality doctrine was especially dear. The men who burned Hus
laid down as a matter of faith that 'Tt must be most firmly held

that the Body and Blood of Christ are contained entire, both under

the species of bread and under the speci-es of wine." According to

this doctrine, which is utterly extraneously to Scripture, there is

present in every minute drop of the consecrated wine not only

Christ 't Blood but also the whole of His Body, and likewise in each

mimnmm diz'isibilc of the consecrated bread is present not merely

His bloodless Body but His Body and Blood all entire. Now this,

mark it well, can in no possible way be construed as the literal mean-

ing of the words that the Bible attributes to Christ. He is nowhere

quoted as saying of wine, "This is my body as well as my blood."

The words (which believers must hold an Infallible Church has

transmitted down from Ar^amaic through Greek to a perfectly

correct Latin version) are "Hie est sanguis menm". "This is my
blood." And likewise of bread the statement is "Hoe est eorpns

mcum." The Roman Church, by the doctrine she has adopted has,

beyond the shadow of a doubt taken the ground that Christ spoke

of a part when He meant the whole—was using synecdoche. Thus

the Church now takes precisely the stand for which she condemne-l

I5erenger: she gives a figurative meaning to the words which she

says Christ uttered. Tf then any Roman Catholic plumes himself

on accepting these words of Christ literally, his Protestant friend

can courteously tell him that this is most certainly not the case

;

that if he is a good Catholic and adheres to the dogmas of his

Church, he is absolutely refusing to accept in their literal sense the

words b}- which the Eucharist was instituted.

\n the beginning of tlic I'ohcniian cnntlict the Subunists slnnved

their disapproval of Ctra(|uisni 1)\- branding a chalice on the flesh

of the Hussites they caught, while the Ctra(|uists retaliated by

Itraiiding ihcir ])ris()ncrs with the sign of llie cross. Ah)rc severe

measures were soon resorted to, as called for by Po])e Martin \'.

who in 1420 formallv rleclarecl a crusade .igainsl luihemia to e.x-

trrmiurut tlie I lussiles and tliosc who ahclti-d tlicni. jik-narx indul-

gence being ])romised to all taking part in the good work. JM-oni

all over hairopc Christian soldiers rcsjiondcd to the call ot the
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Holy Father and joined the Imperial forces. Bands of divinity

students, recruited in Leipsic and other centers of learning, lent

their aid and are said to have shown special zeal in carrying on the

work of extermination. When the Utraquist peasants fled their

farms were burned, and many perished of starvation. More were

killed, men, women and children being indiscriminately slaughtered,

and in Kuttenburg alone sixteen hundred Hussites were burned,

thrown down the mines or killed in other ways. Tn battle, how-

ever the Subunist armies were time after time defeated by the

Hussites who, headed by Ziska, held at bay all the forces the Pope

and the German Emperor could bring against them. Finally, after

man\- thousands of people had been killed and Bohemia and the

surrounding countries laid waste, the Utraquists gained their point.

The Council of Basle in 1433 accepted the Utraquist rite as allow-

able for Catholics in Bohemia and Moravia, where it was to be

practiced side by side with that of the Subunists, the church sav-

ing her face in this reversal of herself by admonishing the Hussites

to believe in the totality of the real presence, and not to imagine

that Utraquism was essential to the validity of the sacrament.

Meanwhile, though most of the Hussites (the conservatives or

Calixtines) continued to adhere to the doctrines, assent to which

had been extorted from Hus under the shadow of the stake, there

had again arisen a radical faction, the Taborites, who influenced by

the writings of Wyclif held that the substratum of the bread (and

wine) remained in place after consecration and that the body of

Christ was only present "sacramentally." The Taborites naturally

refused to accept the Compacta which marked them for destruction,

but the Calixtines combined with the Subunists against them, and

soon these recalcitrants were subdued and their leaders killed.

Peace however was not permanent, for Rome felt it intolerable to

continue the toleration she had been momentarily forced to grant.

and in 1462 Pope Pius H declared the Compacta of Basle void.

Once more the people of Bohemia butchered one another to make

a Roman holiday, and continued doing so intermittently for several

centuries. Utraquism was alternately permitted and prohibited by

the rulers of Bohemia, but was finally outlawed after Bohemia lost

the last vestige of her independence in 1620.

The Orthodox Greek schismatics agree with the Roman Catho-

lics in upholding Transubstantiation ; the Protestants do not. But

this does not mean that at the Reformation all the Protestant
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Churches repudiated the Real Presence, \^'ith the Lutherans the

place of Transubstantiation was taken by the almost equally absurd

doctrine of Consubstantiation, also called Companation. Luther

held that the accidents of bread and wine do not lose their sub-

strata in the Eucharistic ceremony. The wine simplv gains the

support of a new substratum. Christ's Blood, and the bread takes

on, as its second substratum, the noumeon of Christ's Body. Thus
instead of the new pair of noumena conflicting with the old, the tw^o

noumena. in each case, cooperate in peace and harmonv. The
Lutherans asserted that this was the accepted orthodox view in the

time of Saint John Chrysostom, the "Doctor of the Eucharist", as

evinced by statements made in a letter from this Patriarch of Con-

stantinople to Caesarius. The doctrine of Consubstantiation has

sometimes found favor with High Church Anglicans, the famous

Dr. Pusey haA-ing been one w^ho advocated it.

Luther advocated Consubstantiation will all his customary fer-

vor, and stigmatized as Sacramentarians all those who said Christ's

F'.ody and Blood were present in the Eucharist not really but only

sacramentally. To the objections of more radical Reformers that

the body of a man could not be in two places at once and could not

be contained within the compass of a small wafer Luther turned a

deaf ear. -Ml geometrical and arithmetical truths were, he thought,

beside the question. "I do not admit mathematics." said he to

Zwingli at the Marburg conference. "God is above Mathematics."

Nor could he be brought to reason by the query as to what pur-

pose Christ could possibly have had to ask his followers to eat alive

His actual flesh and drink His actual blood. Luther vehemently

said: "If God ordered me to eat dung. T would do it without asking

'Why'." He even denounced the Catholic priesthood for lack of

failli. There were at Rome, he indignantly tells us. priests who at

Mass instead of using the proper words of consecration would

cynically say to the Host, "Bread thou art. and bread thou shalt

remain!"

These flippant ])riests who excited Luther's indignation might

])crha])S ha\c found a kiiidred spirit in Erasmus, who although he

gave a noniin.-il adlu'siim to the doctrine of tlie Real Presence in

recognition of tlu' ,-inlhority of the Cliurch, showed he was a good

Phenomcnalisl l)\ ^a\ing plainlv. "T d<> not see what function of a

body cannot l)c apprehended bv the senses." WIku visiting Sir

Thomas Mixire. I'.rasniiis discussed the (lueslioti nf the Real Pres-
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ence with his host who assured the great Humanist that if he would

onlv heheve he would be satisfied of its proof by unquestionable evi-

dence. Erasmus on leaving ^lore's house borrowed his pony, and

finding it very useful did not return it, but instead sent More the

following lines

:

Quod 111! hi dix'sti, dc corpore Christi

Crcdc quod cdis, et edis,

Sic tibi rcscribo, dc tiio palfrido.

Crcdc quod hahcs ct hahcs.

These have been rendered as follows

:

Remember you told me, believe and you'll see.

Believe 'tis a body and a body 'twill be,

So should you tire walking", this hot summer tide.

Believe your staff's Dobbin, and straightway you'll ride.

We can better understand T.uther's position if we remember

that in his life and death struggle with Rome he foimd his arguments

drawn from the ScriiJtures everywhere blocked bv the prevalent

view of the permissibility of symbolic interpretation. To combat

this he held fast to a strictly literal view, and raised th.e crv of the

Bible for the common people, taking the stand that any man able

to read could, without guidance of the learned, always comprehend

what the sacred authors meant to convey. Hq was consistent in

his position when at the Marburg conference between Lutherans

and Zwinglians, (held in order to find some ground of agreement

as to the Eucharist) he began by chalking on the table Hoc est

corpus nieum, to indicate that as this was Scripture he stood by

it in its literal sense. Taking this ground it is difficult to deny

the Real Presence, though Carlstadt, and before him the Waldenses,

got over the difificulty by boldly ass-erting that when Jesus uttered

these words he pointed, not at the bread, but at His own body. In

justification Carlstadt argued that in the Greek text the word trans-

lated by "this" did not agree grammatically with the Greek word

for bread, but had concord of gender with "bodv", and concluded

that in "Take. eat. this is my bodv". onlv the first two words re-

ferred to the bread. When it is once admitted a passage in the

Bible ma\' be taken in a symbolic sense the way is open for more
subtle arguments on both sides. How fine a distinction can be

drawn may be seen from the fact that even at the present day
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Catholic authors tell us that if Jesus h,ad said, "This bread is my
body" He might perhaps have been using symbolism, but that the

simple affirmation : "This is my body" cannot possibly be construed

as symbolic. Professor Pohle illustrates this contention with the

pregnant suggestion that if, without any preliminary remark or

subsequent explanation, you were to say of a piece of bread, "This

is Napoleon" you would not be using a figure of speech but would

be simply uttering nonsense.

Carlstadt well remarked that if Christ referred to the wine as

His Blood He must have performed the miracle of transmutation

in the bellies of his disciples as they had already drank it when He
spoke. And literal! v interpreted the Bible bids us believe that at

the Last Supper Jesus held His Body in His own hands, broke it

into fragments and then handed these pieces of Himself to His

disciples who ate them ! Faced with the consequence of literal

interpretation the orthodox theologian does not flinch, but quotes

as an -example of true faith the words of St. Augustine: "Christ

was carried in his own hands when he commended his body. He said.

'This is my body', that body he carried in his own hands !" Zwingli,

however, to whom the literalist view seemed utterly absurd, went

so far as to say that no one had ever lived who truly believed in the

f-ieal Presence, a remark which so aroused Luther's ire as to make

him actually rejoice on learning that Zwingli had been slain in the

warfare between the Catholic and Protestant Cantons. And when

at Worms in LS57 ]\Lelanchthon and eight other Lutheran divines

gave out a manifesto against teachers of false doctrines, they enu-

merated rejection of infant baptism, denial of original sin, denial of

trinitarianism and asserting the Eucharist to be a mere symbol as

blasphemy for which death ought to be the legal punishment.

Zwingli held that Christ had merely intended His followers

to partake of the bread and wine at communion in remembrance of

his death, which he foresaw, and that in the ceremony the bread and

wine were to serve as symbols of His body on the cross and the

blood which flowed out of it. And he urged that figurative language

was by no means foreign to Scripture, citing Exodus, xii. 21, where

the iiijnnclion "Take you a lamb . . . and kill the passover" obvious-

ly rc(|uires the killing, not of the passover festival, but of the

lamb. This view, the view of Luther atul the view of the Catholic

Church have one common merit : intellectual straightforwardness.

It is otherwise w ith the doctrine of C"al\in, who neither endorsed the
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Zwinglian denial of a miracle in the Eucharist nor accepted the

words of Christ in their literal sense, but calmly disregarding the

latter, contended there took place in communion a miracle of which

Scripture gives us no inkling at all.

In Calvin's view the blood and wine are "the signs which repre-

sent the invisible food which we receive from the body and blood

of Christ," souls being "fed by Christ just as the corporeal life is

sustained by bread and wine. " Calvin was not however, he said,

"satisfi-ed with the view of those who, while acknowledging that we
have some kind of communion with Christ only make us partake

of the Spirit, omitting all mention of flesh and blood." And he

asserted that "the end which this mystical benediction has in view"

is "to assure us that the l)ody of Christ was once sacrificed for us

so that now we may eat it . . . that his blood wias once shed for us

so as to be our perpetual drink." Thus the bread and wine are sym-

bols that the faithful really partake of the body and blood, and there

is a real presence, says Calvin, though not a "local presence."

This doctrine of a "dynamic presence" as it is sometimes called,

was put forward as a happy medium between the "substantial real

presence" (or Real Presence, properly speaking) of Luther and the

Catholics, and the symbolic view of the Zwinglians. The compromise

found favor with some Lutherans, especially the adherents of

Melanchthon, and made them more tolerant of Calvinism than of

Zwinglianism. But the former was regarded as a more insidious

foe than the latter by the stricter Lutheran divines, who held, quite

justly, that Calvin's doctrine was merely a denial of the Real Pres-

ence, cunningly clothed in words seeming to assert it. And the

Melanchthonian faction who refused to take this stand were de-

nounced as Crypto-Calvanists and traitors to the Lutheran cause.

The official doctrine of Transubstantiation as laid down by the

Church of Rome follows Duns Scotus in holding that the accidents

of bread and wine do not become inherent in the noumenal Holy
Body and Blood, but continue to exist unsupported by .any sub-

stratum. The contrary view, that these accidents, instead of re-

maining unsupported, take root in the substrata of Body and Blood,

is not permissible, and this heresy would be yet another theory of the

Real Presence which might w^ell be called Subpanation. It must be

noted however that the names subpanation, impanation and com-

panation are often used indiscriminately in designating any hereti-

cal doctrine of the Real Presence, andl Lutherans sometimes em-
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phasized their belief in the Real Presence by asserting the Holy

Body is "in. con, ct sub po.iic.' Subpanation is really far more in

harmony with the alleged words of Christ than either the Catholic

or the Lutheran doctrine of the Real Presence. For the Catholic, if

consistent, would say of the Host : "This is not Christ's Body, in

fact 'this" is not really here at all : only the bare accidents are pres-

ent, but Christ's Body is here by the side of the accidents." And
Puther, too. if precise, would liaye said : "This is Christ's Body and

something else in the bargain ; it is at once His Body and ordinar}-

bread." Lutheran apologists saw that this \\Tas the case, and tried to

get oyer the difficulty by arguing that Christ, when he said Hoc est

corpus ii'Ciiui. must haye been using synecdoche and speaking of

the whole when He really meant only a part. And thus the ostensible

l-irinci])le of strictly literal interpretation was put aside, and the

Lutherans took precisely the ground they had condemned the

Zwinglians for taking—namely that Christ used figuratiye language

in instituting the Eucharist.

Tmiianatinii. that theory of the Eucharist jireyiously mentioned,

asserts the presence, not of Christ's human Body, but of His Divine

Essence: the Logos. If, it is contended, the Logos came down from

Heayen and incarnated Himself in the body of a man, why might

He not on other occasions again come down (bringing no body with

Him) and impanate Hims-elf in a loaf of bread, simultaneously in-

vinating himself in a ctip of wine? The possibility of such a thing

was admitted by ecclesiastic philosophers who debated whether if

Christ had come down in Palestine and took on the clothing of a

pumpkin instead of that 'of flesh and blood He could not ec|ually

well have saved mankind. In the case of Tnijianation there would

be a Hypostatic Union between Christ's Diyin.e Sloul and the

noumena of the bread and the wine. And the bread and the wine

would then serve much the same purpose that flesh and blood did in

the Incarnation. So we have here a figurati\e sense in which Christ

might ba\e used "body" and "blood" at the Last Supjier. The Tm-

panation theory of the Real Presence seems to have been that held

bv Andreas Osiander, the Xuremberg Reformer, who much dis-

liked the thought of eating meat fmm Christ's bo(l\ . and it has

,'iLii been ascribed to Rupert Deutz in the twelfth century and to

the lacobite Christians of ."^yria.

Transubstantiation. \'arign( m's M iniatiirisiu, C 'onsub'-tantiation.

Dynamic Real i'resencc. .'^ul)])analii>n, identitication and Im])ana-
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tion do not exhaust the possible theories of Real Presence. There

is an eighth which holds that in the Eucharist there takes place

merely what is called a Substantial Change, the primordial matter

of the bread (and of thej wine) not being driven away from its

accidents, the substantial forms alone being cast inio the outer

darkness. This heresy was put forward by Durandus of St. Pour-

cain, the Doctor Resolutissimus, who said that it was at least pos-

sible, while any other modus operandi was inconceivable. In this

theory, of course, the accidents of the bread (and of the wine) are

supposed to be supported by the primordial matter part of the

original substratum. The notion of accidents existing without

anything to support them was never very attractive to the scholastics,

and to relieve the troubled minds of philosophical believers the

theory was broached at one time that, in lieu of a substratum, acci-

dents might inhere in accidents. It was thought fitting to select

the "most perfect" accident as support for the others, and some

]ihilosoph-ers, holding whiteness to be the most perfect accident of

bread, made all the other wafer-accidents inhere in this. St. Thomas
Aquinas however thought that in the quantity of the dimensions

(/. c. the quantitative width, depth and thickness) of the bread and

the Viine all the other accidents might inhere. Sometimes a still

greater honor accrued to these "dimensions." For once in a blue

moon God allowed His creatur-es to perceive bv their senses that

what they were consuming at communion was not bread and wine

but flesh and blood. It was debated whether in such case the senses

testified to an illusion or to a fact, and the decision was rendered that

while ordinarilv it was mere delusion, yet sometim.es the Holy pjodv

and Fdood realh^ revealed themselves to the senses in all their acci-

dents sa\'e the dimensions. In this case consecration drove awav not

merely the old pair of noumena but likewise their accidents with

the exception of the dimensions which by esi^ceial favor were allowed

to remain on the altar. Possiblv if modern priests knew the ritual

employed bv the ancient heretic Marcus they might be able to show

the accidents of blood, if not body, at every Mass. For. as Iraneous

teils us, Marcus when consecrating a cup of wine woiild bv "extend-

ing the words of invocation to a great length" make it "appear

purple and red. so that it seems as if the grace that is over all distills

its blood into that cup at his invocation."

Those who believe that at Mass the communicant is eating, not

bread, but the actual fiesh of a God, naturally rate this food very
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highly. Cyril uf ^ernsalem in the old days warned his communi-

cants not to spill a single crumb of what was more precious than

gold or jewels, while Ignatius describes the Host as "the medicin-e of

immortality and the antidote that we should not die." And in 1910

Professor Pohle of the L'nivcrsity of Breslau declared that the prac-

tice of eating the Divine P)Ody "responds to the natural craving of

the human heart after a food which nourishes unto immortality, a

cra\-ing expressed in many pagan religions." "All that is l>eautiful.

all that is true, in the religions of nature Christianity has appro-

]>rialed to itself" says this modern theologian, who finds that Jesus

Christ has been "wonderfully condescending in satisfying this noble

cra\ing by dispensing His ( ^wn flesh and blood."

\ contrary impression is however made upon those not imbued

with the prejudices of a "Christian" education, as is explained by

a comment attributed to the philosopher Averroes. Entering a

Christian Church one day atul being present during ^Mass, he after-

wards remarked: "How horrible! Can there be in all the world

another sect so insane as the Christians who eat the God they adore
!"

.Vverroes declared, it is said, that there were three impossible re-

ligions: Judaism, a religion of children, Mohammedism, a religion

of swine, and Christianit\-. His characterization of the last has

been discretely left unrecorded by Christian historians, but judg-

ing from his remarks on the Eucharist he must have regarded it as

a religion of lunatics. The reproach of Averroes, while applicable

to the Christianity of the sect that gained dominion caimot justly

l>e apj)lied to the Christianity of Christ. Tt is highly improbable

that the words ascribed to Jesus and used in justification of the Real

Presence doctrine were ever uttered by Him. The introduction of

barbaric rite of Theophagy probably came from an entirely differ-

ent source. Tt is a far cry from the Sermon on the Mount to the

inane "Mysteries" of the sect which gained the upper hand and has

always distinguished itself by opposition to the real disciples of

Christ.

Man\' people there are to whom criticism of a prevalent religious

superstition is highly distasteful. Thev sav, what is quite true, that

ihcir nci!di])i ir has a rit'ht \i\ his own religions bcliet, l)ut we cannot

jumji to from this to the c(^nclusion that a belief to which one has

"a rii^ht" is not dangerous. Superstition has its dark as well as its

li'jht vide, .-nd those who are shocked at seeing the latter brought

forward must be reminrled thai the former also exists and that sti-
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perstiLion is the mother of bigotry and intolerance. History teaches

us that behel' in the Real Presence has been by no means a harmless

superstition. Through it there has been nurtured hostility not

only towards Christian heretics but also towards people outside the

fold. Believers were taught that the Jews took great delight in

surreptitiously getting hold of consecrated Hosts and engaging in the

sport of transfixing them with knives. Thus ill-treated the Host

would miraculousl}- bleed where it had been stabbed. And when-

ever it was desired to excite the mob into a pogrom against their

Jewish neighbors this could quickly be done by spreading fantastic

tales al)Out the rough treatment a piece of bread had endured at the

hands of the jews. Ecclesiastical history tells us of the "perpretra-

tion of many such outrages by the Jews" in the year 1370. The

usual miracles took place and the miraculous Hosts were subse-

quently gathered together and put on exhibition in the church of

Sainte Gedule in Brussels. There they were still shown a few

years ago. Each year (in the first decade of the twentieth century

and probably even yet) there was held in this church a celebration

to commemorate—not helpful and inspiring words ; not deeds of

mercy and charity—but impossible injuries inflicted upon wheaten

wafers and impossible miracles wrought by them in crying for

vengeance. And such commemorations have as natural concomitant

the fostering of feelings of animosity towards that part of the

human race of which Christ was a member.

''Able and interesting discussions of this question will be found in F. C.

Convbeare's Myth, Magic and Morals, Chapter XIV, and in Preserved Smith's

Short History of Christian Theopagy (Open Court Pub. Co. 1922).



SPACE AND TIIME IN MUSIC

BY M, WHITCOMB HFSS

I

SCHOPENHAUER described music as externalized will, and

the world-weary philosopher had just enough truth in his con-

ception to prove the point to his own complete satisfaction. It is

true that music is something like thought (or will) stripped of con-

tent since through this medium it is possible to express the law'S of

the fiist forms of consciousness. The interaction of space and time

is given in every phase of existence, but unity, harmony,, and

rhythm, the three essentials of art in any form, are seldom present

in the right jiroportions in ever3'day occurences.

Unit}', harmony and rhythm are the fundamental principles of

all the arts because they are inherent in the categories of sense.

They cannot be dissociated ultimately in any art, but the difficulty

of analysis into these elements is greater in music than it is in the

static arts of painting, sculpture, and arcliitecture. The unity of

music is melody, a dynamic principle. I\Ime. de Stael once spoke

of architecture as "frozen music".

Tb.c combination of melody, harmony, and rhythm into definite

forms is what the word "niusic" means. Melody is the succession

of harmonious tones governed by rhythm. Rhythm is the harmon-

ious repetition in metric units of fixed sound relations. It is not

always realized that harmony may mean not only counterpoint

where the \alue of each tone is enhanced by the ensemble in a new
creation

—
"out of three sounds ... a star"—but also the natural

develo|inK'nt ci tlie tones in their melodic progression. At any rate,

each of these ])rinci])k's nccessaril\- inv(^l\es the others to a high

degree.

When I'lalo re'j)orts .Socrates' comment on the relation of phil-

osf)phy and art: "Thilosophy is art at its noblest and liest". lie im-
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plies that the highest thought, truth itself, possesses unity, and har-

mony, and rhythm in its content. Music by its sensuous repro-

duction of these elements shows us their pure beauty as forms.

The business of art is a much debated question. If its raison d'etre

is to portray qualities the most universal, then music is the highest

type of art : for the musician's purpose, whether he realizes or even

recognizes it or not, is the adequate expression of the primitive uni-

versals, space and time. He does this with the least possible content.

The simplest unit in music is composed not of judgments but of

bare qualities. Though dual balance extends in phrases and periods

throughout the composition, and though musical and rhetorical con-

structions are closely akin, the true music lover does not enjoy music

that suggests a story. It is not only unnecessary ; it is strictly un-

desirable. "Tastes sweet the water with such specks of earth?"

II

It is but natural that music should have evolved with men's

thoughts. Music is an art—not life, but its reflection. In a cross

section of all thought, as of all music, every sort and condition of

both, from the most elementary up through evolutionary processes

to the noblest, would be shown. As unity, harmony, and rhythm

are more and more completely proportioned, thought evolves, and

with thought, music. In savage tunes, rhythm whose biological sig-

nificance gives it unique power over the emotions, is the one ele-

ment of importance. In dance tunes and popular music, rhythm

still overshadows harmony and melody, though not to the extent

that it does in primitive mumbo-jumbo. Rhythm is an important

element even in the most artistic music where it directly controls the

mood. Melody which obviously introduces the thought element is

equally essential. Harmony, showing as it does, the mingling and

blending of many tones to the enrichment of the melody, shares

honors with the two former principles.

The only thing approaching consciousness-content in musical

symbolism is in the moods instinctively influenced by rhythm, and

indirectly affected by other agencies such as timbre, pitch, and vol-

ume, as well as by the progressions in the major and minor modes.

While it is certain that these characters of music stir the emotions,

it is equally true that the emotions are left unattached. The value

of music in organized worship for example is in its preparation

of the devotee for whole-souled participation in the services.
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The universality of the dramatic and aesthetic appeals in this

art can he readily explained by its pur-e presentation of the first

forms of consciousness. If rh3'^thni is the element primitive in

musical evolution it is because in rh\thm appears the first drawing

together of space and time toward mutual transcendence. T hope

that my later explanation will make this point clear.

Sidney Lanier's definition of music is often quoted: "'^Music is

love in search of a word." In saying this the musician-poet spoke

more truly than he knew perhaps, or than the many who accept

his deffinition know. Love needs expression as form cries out for

content. Gurney in his Power of Sound describes melody as "ideal

Motion", which also appeals to; lovers of pretty phrases, and he,

again, defines exactly. ]\Ielody expresses, as no other sensuous rep-

resentation can, the form in which ideas live and move and have

their being.

Poetry, on the other hand, seeks to combine the reproduction of

thought- forms, as given in music, with thought content. If it suc-

ceeds in the first and also in making the correct proportion of these

elements in the second case, the result is philosophy in poetic form,

i'.y a confusion of categories, philosophy and poetry are frequently

mi.staken for one another. Heine, Swinburne, and Poe are great

jioets, but as philosophers they cannot be counted great even though

the music of their words often makes attractive, where it fails to

conceal, banality of thought. When \\'ordsworth said that "Poetry

is the breath and fiuer spirit of all knowledge; it is the impassioned

expression which is in the countenance of all Science", he was think-

ing of ]ihiloso])h}- where the thought itself moves in unity, harmony.

and rhythm, and not of the mere sensible expression of its form.

Ill

Im-oui Plato to Professor S. Alexander, space and time have been

ini])ortant considerations of every philosophical system. To Spinoza

they are attributes of substance. Kant's a priori contention for

these categories of sense is almo.st as famous as his categorical im-

perative. All llu' sense organs give some idea of these forms, but

the ear whirli analyzes and synthesizes at the same time is the only

one that can propcrl\- present space and time. Many otherwise pro-

found philosophies (among them Cartcsianism) have been found

wanting because the less ])erfect representations of space and time

su])|)liod bv other senses, particularly that of sight, confuse aiu'al
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counsel. Without the auditory sense it is even possible that these

phantoms would never have arisen either to haunt us with their

elusiveness, or to be known for appearances that spell reality.

It is interesting in this connection to note the attempts that have

been made to express the musical idea in terms of color. Though

color and tone each indicate mere quality presence, the endeavor to

interchange the two cannot succeed ultimately. A psychology stu-

dent told me that it was impossible for her to think of color except

in terms of something more ultimate. She felt that it was a weak-

ness on her part which cultivation of the "clavilux" or other experi-

ments of color as music bade fair to correct. It is the sense-

medium for color that not only makes it impossible to make a mel-

ody of it, but also makes the student's experience of the subser-

vience of color a common one. Color does not seem like tone to ex-

ist for the sole sake of its beauty. If it were possible in a mixture

of colors, as it is in one of tones, to get the effect of a new combi-

nation without losing the individual characters of the components,

then red and C major would have something more in common than

the reduction to mere numbers of vibrations per second. A trained

ear is necessary to distinguish diiTerent tones. The eye though

trained a lifetime could not see the pure colors in a mixture. The
crux for the colorist lies in the fact that there is not the perfect

whole possible in succeeding color effects that there is in succeed-

ing tone relations.

The frequency and amplitude of the vibrations into which a

tone may be divided determine respectively its pitch and volume.

Different tones, without which melodic succession is impossible,

are due to variations in the tonal limit. This is as certain and fixed

as the plan and purpo&e of the musical composition as a whole. To
abstract one tone from the composition, however, and to study it

in its own terms of boundless simultaneity and unchangeable quality,

is to be confronted with the sensible expression of meaningless,

bare space. But space and time are equally original, and one is

unintelligible without the other. This is shown in the tone, taken in

the musical composition, to the degree of making space and time

interchange attributes. For when through tonal succession occurs

grouping with extension and diminution of tones to accord with

rhythm necessity, the tone pattern in the composer's mind, space

becomes time, and time, space. The tone, released from its frozen

condition, ilows in a stream. It loses itself only to find itself, and
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though boundaries are continuously being made, they are continu-

ously transcended. Past and future are kept together with the

present. There is a flow of units which owe their individuality to

the conditioned flow. Swinburne, speaking of music in his "Tri-

umph of Time", portrays this changing, abiding quality:

" a note grown strong

Relents and recoils, and climbs and closes,

As a icavc of the sea turned back by song.

There are sounds where the soul's delight takes fire,

Face to face with its own desire

;

A delight that rebels, a desire that reposes". (Italics mine.)

The superiority of the \iolin as a musical instrument is partly

due to the smooth flow of tone it gives where one note grows into

the next with no discreteness.

The principles : melody, harmony, and rhythm, are of neither

space nor time, but are the result of the perfect interaction of the two.

The sense expression of bare space may be given in the single tone

because here is found just enough content, and no more than is neces-

sary, to give concreteness to the form. To express mere time sensi-

biv as unmeaning succession, abstracted from all but the minimum

qualification, is likewise possible, as for instance, by the metronome.

Time is no more active than space in music though it may appear

to be. The mutual transcendence of the forms in this art is im-

mediate. If Mozart once dreamed, or imagined, that he heard a

still uncreated symphony, complete in melody, harmony, and rhythm,

in a single moment, and afterwards transcribed it just as the in-

spiration had come to him in an instant of time, what the composer

felt was the change of space to time, and time to space, in the pe-

culiar expression given l)y this particular cumposilion to his fecund

imagination.

TV

.Space and timr appear in music as liiuilless for limits. Melody,

harmiinv, and rhythm result when the forms are in process of self-

circumscri])ti()n. The limit is not given from without Init is pres-

ent in s])ace and time as the necessary Other of limitlessness. Music

is the affirmation of freedom of the lirst forms of consciousness,

and its \aluc and beauty are found in the proportion of its true pre-

sentation of the laws governing e\ery exjiression of being.



THE ACTUAL HISTORY OF THE ORIGIN OF JUDAISM

AND CHRISTIANITY IN A NUTSHELL

BY A. KAMPMEIER

(Continued)

2. Origin of Christianity

UNDER David the Hebrew state had risen to its greatest height.

Under him the Hebrew tribes had all been reunited. The hope

and desire was therefore a natural one, that those time would come

again. The Old Testament has therefore many passages expressing

the resurection of the Davidic house and the reunion of all tribes un-

der its government again, from where they had been scattered. This

future Messiah, i. e. "the anointed of Yahveh" (Greek Christos) is

described as the ideal king of justice and righteousness, who will

destroy all wickedness and injustice in face of the general experi-

ence, that the kings of this world are no ideal kings, but rather often

the reverse. The expectance of a resurrection of the Davidic house

and the reunion of all tribes was long kept up, even when all hope

had gone through the experiences after the exile, when the Jews

passed from under the dominion of one world-empire to that of an-

other. In fact the hope of the revival of the Davidic house and

the reunion of all tribes really never died out entirely. But since

all this could, as was seen, not come about in the course of natural

events, it was thought to come about in a supernatural way. This

was expressed for the first time in the middle of the second century,

165 B. C. by the unknown writer of the book of Daniel, which then

came into existence, written for the purpose of keeping the Jews

faithful to their religion, when the Greek-Syrian king, Antiochus

Ephiphanes sought to destroy their religion. In the seventh chapter

of Daniel a vision is given, describing the coming of one like a son

of man, i. e., in human form, with the clouds of heaven, to whom
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God gives power and an everlasting kingdom, in which "the saints",

i. e., the Jews remaining faithful to their religion will share.

From that time on this expectation of the coming of the king-

dom of God or kingdom of Heaven, the ideal, perfect one, was con-

tinually kept up by the Jews. Yes. repeated and numerous calcu-

lations and predictions were made of the time, just when it would

come, all the way down from the first appearance of the book of

Daniel till clown to the end of the Jewish nation and the destruction

of Jerusalem and its temple 70 A. D., by a number of Jewish writ-

ers, wdio wrote under the name of some former reputed person, just

as the writer of Daniel did. as for instance, Enoch, the antediluvian.

Moses, Elijah, Baruch, the friend of Jeremiah. Ezra, etc. These

apocalyptical writings, because they ])retend to give revelations of

the future, though not in the Old Testament and generally little

known, are very valuable, for without them we would not have a

historical understanding of the origin of Christianity. To this class

of writings belong also the Jewish Sibyllines, a collection of pre-

flictions written in (ireek hexam.eter at different periods from about

!-!'> r>. I", till clown to our era.

John the r)a])tist and Jesus, when they arose to ]ireach the

necessitv of moral regeneration of their ]ieople. believed and pro-

claimed likewise that the coming of the kingdom of heaven was

soon at hand. This expectation of the imminent end of the old

world order through that miraculous event was the main idea, over-

shadowing all others, throughout the jirimitive ])eriod of Chris-

tianity, as can be seen in the New Testament everywhere, even

after the death of Jesus.

In connection with the expectation of the imminent coming of

t!ie kingdom of God. ])artakers of which could only be those who
evinced through repentance and change of heart and life, not those

who confided simjily in the descent from Abraham, according to the

teachings of the liaptist and Jesus, must be considered the atone-

ment idea, the idea of sahrition from guilt tlirough sacritioes. as it

had been taught in the system of the Mosaic law developed since the

exile. The idea preached by the first great literary jiroi^hets. that

salvation and .atonement is not brought about b\- external sacrifices,

but onl\' bv thorough repentance and change of heart nnd life, had

b.ecn again buried by the extensive atoning rituals of the law and

b\- the eoneeption of legal righteousness, that is the fulfillment of

ibc nian\- extern.il ritualistic" observances of the law. lesus had
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returned to the ideas of those great prophets again in his teach-

ings, without though attacking the Mosaic law and putting it aside.

From this he was prevented by his Jewish education, which im-

pressed the divinity of the law. He had no critical insight into

the actual historical development of that law. That he did not put

aside that law, is shown by the fact, that his immediate followers,

his own brothers, especially his brother James, and the first Jewish-

Christian community, observed the law as before, though they

revered Jesus as their great prophet and teacher and the exponent

of a higher and more spiritual righteousness than the prevailing

purely legalistic one. They probably also may have looked upon

Tesus as some sort of revelation of the heavenly Messiah, who was

with God from eternity, a general Jewish idea common at that time.

They also very likely expected that he would come again, at the

time of the coming of the heavenly kingdom, when "the saints", that

is the Jews faithful to their religion, as the author of Daniel had

said, would be sharers of the kingdom. Jesus himself had not in-

tended to .establish an entirely new religion, severed completely from

the Mosaic law, nor had he claimed to be the sole mediator between

God and man, taking the place of the old law (this is shown more

fully farther down) as according to all his teachings, man attains

direct forgiveness from God, if only he himself evinces true for-

giveness to his f.ellowman and through a thorough change of heart

and life.

The death which Jesus had undergone for his reformatory work

was very probably also taken by his immediate followers in the

sense of a kind of atoning death for his people, to arrest God's

wrath against his people on account of their many transgressions,

an idea not uncommon among the Jews at that time. For instance

the death of the martyrs, who suffered for their religion during the

times, when Antiochus Epiphanes sought to destroy the Jewish

religion, was looked upon as a kind of atoning death for the whole

people, which becomes evident from the prayer of the old martyr

Eleazar in the apocryphal fourth book of the Maccabees.

It was Paul mainly, who gave definite shape to all the ideas

which had attached themselves to the person of Jesus among his

followers, so that a new world religion arose in Christianity, which

cut loose from the Mosaic law entirely. Paul the former persecu-

lor of the Jewish brotherhood gathered around the name of Jesus,
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who had never come into personal contact with the human Jesus

hims-elf, and could therefore speculate more independently on his

personality, was by education a strict Pharisee and observer of

the law, but at the same time a man of deep moral introspection, as

his letters show, with the conviction that man with all his earnest

strivings falls short of fulfilling the moral law absolutely. To his

deeply pessimistic view regarding the world and mankind since

Adam's fall according to Jewish doctrine, was joined a nature prone

to visions and ecstacies (often prevalent with epileptics such as he

was) as we see from his letters. He was at the same time a Hellen-

istic Jew, not born in Palestine, but in the dispersion, that is the

Jews, who lived among Gentiles. He was therefore quite probably,

even if unconsciously, also influenced by prevailing ideas among

Greeks concerning the soul's destiny, such as those of Plato, that

the soul came down originally from heaven, to be bound by matter,

but longed to get back to its former home again, released from the

bonds of matter. He very probably also was unconsciously in-

fluenced by the ideas of those initiatorv rites among Pagan peo-

ples at that time, called mysteries, which promised salvation from

evil and suffering, from retribution for sin and guilt in the beyond

and immortality (the great yearning of antiquity) in the name of

some god, who had gone down into death but rose from life again.

Those gods were originally personified forces of nature, the sun or

the seasons, waning and going down into death, but rising to life

again, and later, when the god-conception became more spiritual

and moral ( a development taking place among Pagans as well as

among the Hebrews), raised into the spiritual and moral sphere. As

man was dependent upon the d^nng and resurected God in his

material life, so he was also dependent upon the dying and resur-

rected God in his spiritual and moral life. By getting into contact

with the dying and resurrected God through certain initiatory rites,

called mysteries, in the name of the respective god, it was believed,

the dualities and powers of that God could be attained, in order to

obtain salvation from evil and retribution for sin and guilt and to

acf|uirc immortality. It is significant that Paul calls his gospel and

theory of salvation, which he claims to have received bv divine reve-

lation, not through man, not even through the Jewish brotherhood

gathered about Jesus, a mystery also. P>aptism and the eucharist

are to him also mystical rites, by which the believer comes into

personal ctjntact with Christ, similarly as in those mvstcries certain
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baptisms, sacred meals and other rites were believed to bring into

contact with the respective god, in whose name they were practiced.

The Greek surroundings, in which Paul was brought up very

probably also unconsciously influenced his conception regarding the

non-validity of the Mosiac law, at least for the Gentile believers in

Jesus. The Mosaic law had even been a "yoke" as it was called to

many Jews. To impose it with all its ritual upon proselytes from

Gentiles to Jewish monotheism, was even before Paul, not thought

to be necessarv by some liberal Hellenistic Jews, as we know from

history. Thus Paul also antagonizes in his letters the attitude of

the Je\\-i.^,h Christians, to burden Gentile believers with the Mosaic

law, circumcision, etc. In consequence of the development, which

the mind of Paul had imdergone in his speculations about sin, the

law. both the moral and the ritualistic, salvation and the person of

Jesus, we find him make extensive use of his rabbinical training,

to set up his theory and system of justification by faith. Jesus is

to Paul the metaphysical son of God, the revelation of the heavenly

Messiah, who was with God from eternity, "the man from heaven,"

"the second man", "the last Adam", the perfect ideal man, who has

fulfilled the moral law, which the first Adam had broken, bringing

death to all his descendants. This heavenly ^Messiah, this last Adam
had in Jesus come down upon earth, "He was born under the law,

to redeem those imder the law," to bear the curse of the law, which

was hovering over every one not fulfilling it in its entirety, by His

death. 1 lis death is the perfect atonement, which supersedes all

the previous incomplete atonements. The belief in Jesus Christ,

the perfect final sacrifice is the only salvation, of course, as Paul

every\\'here stresses, with the condition, that the believer also fol-

lows thoroughly the moral example of Christ in his life and becomes

a new man. By the mvstical union with Christ, who has gone into

death, but risen again (the nature of this rising is discussed later)

the believer will also attain the powers and qualities of him, to rise

from death and acnuire immortality. Baptism and the partaking of

the eucharist in the name of Christ are not only the svmbols of

salvation in Christ, but also mystical rites, not onlv obliging the

believer to a new life in Christ, but also conveying mystical powers

to him through faith, to attain immortal life as Christ had attained.

That Paul already attributed magical powers to baptism and the

eucharist is proven by the fact that he does not condemn vicarious

baptism, which Christians underwent for those who had died among
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them without having received baptism, and because he attributes

bodily disease and death to the unworthy celebration of the eucharist.

Paul's doctrine of salvation has influenced all later writers of

the New Testament. From the standpoint of his theory the gospels,

giving a sort of life of Jesus, though not critical biographies in our

sense, but rather missionary tracts for the new faith, have been

written. The belief that Jesus came to be the savior of the whole

world through his death, the only mediator between God and man.

is expressed in such a wa\-, as if Jesus had already himself repre-

sented his work, death and person as the final and onlv means of

salvation. In contrast to this stands the hard fact, that Jesus seems

never to have said anything about the final abolition of the ^Mosaic

law to h.is immediate disciples, or else that wrangling would not

ha\e been after his death in the first Christian communities about

the question, whether Gentile believers should be bound to imdergo

circumcision and other Jewish rituals. Had it not been for the

liberal standpoint of the Hellenistic Jew Paul, who vigorously de-

nied the validity of the ^Mosaic law for Gentile believers, who pro-

claimed that Christ is the end of the law, the brotherhood gathered

about the name of Jesus would have remained a pvirely Jewish

sect and never would have .expanded to a world religion. For the

work of Jesus himself had been entirely within the Jewish sphere

and in conformance with Jewish thought. Compare only one in-

stance, the chosing of twelve disciples answering to tlie twelve

Hebrew tribes.

The metaphysical sonshi]) of God, which Paul attriliuted to Jesus

was in the first gospel (not first in order of time: INlark. the second,

is the oldest) and in the third expanded intc* the virgin birth of

Jesus, in conformance with ancient notions of attributing miracu-

lous births to illustrious men. Compare Zoroaster's virgin birth and

l^lato's sonship by Apollo, though his human father Ariston was

known as well as Joseph, the husband of ]\lary. The \-irgin birth

of J.esus was a consec|uence of the combination of the heavenly

Christ, su])p()se to have existed with God from eternity, with the

historical figure of Jesus. Paul had as yet said nothing of such a

birth. Jesus had never claimed such a descent, while the term "son

of God", "sons of God", as applied to men by him. means only

spiritual sonship, as the older prophets used it. that is implying the

doing of (iod's will and being like him. forgiving, merciful, just, etc.

On the other liand again, the latest, the fourth gos])el, gi>es far
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beyond the subordinate relation of Christ to God, as Paul had stated

it. While Paul never made Christ coequal to God, the evidently Gen-

tile author of this gospel, while saying nothing of a miraculous birth,

represents Jesus, whose humanity still appears clearly in the earlier

gospels, throughout as a psychologically impossible personality, hu-

manly considered, and in an almost Pagan manner as the visible

God himself, all knowing, all powerful, etc., appearing on earth.

A similar materializing process took place in regard to the resur-

rection story. While Paul had placed the appearance of Jesus to

him long after his death (evidently a vision) on the same plane

with the appearances to the immediate followers of Jesus, which

were logically therefore visions also, and while the oldest gospel,

Mark, relates no appearance at all, for that part beginning with

verse nine of its last chapter was not in the original manuscript, and

is a later addition pieced together from Matthew and Luke, the ap-

pearances in the other gospels from Matthew on grow more and

more materialistic, culminating finally in the corporeal ascension in

Acts, which even transcends the report of Suetonius that the souls

of Caesar and Augustus were seen to ascend to Pleaven from the

funeral pyre.

The gospels, though resting of course on the traditions of the

first Jewish followers of Jesus, are all later products written in

their pres-ent form in Gentile surroundings and for the growing

Gentile Christian churches. They evince a general knowledge of

the life of Jesus, of Jewish customs and life in Palestine and its

geography but that is all. Even the oldest gospel, Mark, the nearest

to the first traditions of the Jewish followers of Jesus, and whose

general plan and arrangement Matthew and Luke follow, but al-

ways correcting it linguistically (its Greek) and dogmatically from

later developed standpoints, and which gospel yet tells the significant

story of the mother and brothers of Jesus once coming to take him

home while preaching, because they considered "him out of his

senses", evidently not satisfied with his course, a story not in ac-

cord with Matthew and Luke, according to whom Mary knew of

her son's miraculous birth and future, even this gospel, Mark, speaks

of "the mountain", to which Jesus goes when appointing his dis-

ciples, as if there were only on.e mountain in Galilee.- The most

-The translation in Mark iii. 21 "friends" is wrong. It must he '"relatives"',

which the Greek hoi par anton always means. This is supported by v. 31 of

the same chapter, where his mother and brothers are mentioned.
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striking departure from the actual life of Jesus, which yet appears

to some extent in the earlier gospels, is of course taken in the latest

gospel, the fourth, which is not historical, hut purely speculative,

dwelling exclusively on the appearance of the only begotten son

of God on ( arth in contrast to the Jews who are the begotten of

the Devil. This gospel cuts loose entirely from anv remaining

Je%vish traces of the natural origin of Christianity. In it naturally

the idea of a visible realistic kingdom of God on earth, the kingdom

of Israel, ihe reunion of all tribes, which even crops out still in the

ascension story of Acts, the realization of which idea even a Paul

expected to see yet while living, finds no place anymore. And
while according to Alatthew Jesus says: "I am only sent to the lost

sheep of the house of Israel," evidently historically express-

ing the sphere to which Jesus naturally limited his work, the

fourth gospel imhistorically reports Jesus as already saying: "I have

still other sheep, which arc not of this fold, them also must I lead,

and they shall hear my voice, and they shall become one flock, one

shepherd."

If anvwhere in historv. we see in the severance of Judaism and

Christianity the tragical results of a theory of religion expressed

in a rigid legalistic system of worship, claimed to be divinely

revealed to Moses, and setting up a partition wall between Jews

and Gentiles, which the ideas of the great Hebrew prophets would

have prevented, had they been successful, as they were in entire

consonance with the best thought of the great poets and thinkers of

Greece, such as Heraclitus. Xenophanes. Euripides, etc., who also

taught that true worshi]) of the Godhead consists in spiritual and

ethical worship. Jesus had to fall as a victim to this system, be-

cause he was unconsciously freer than the system in which he was

brought u]i and Paul, tin nigh he onW denied the validity of the

Mosaic law for Gentile believers in Jesus, barely escaped the same

fate which b.efcll Jesus, on his last visit to Jerusalem. Such was the

power of the incul>us of tlie sui)])ose(l (li\inity of the Mosaic law.

which had fastcncfl itself upon the Jewish pec^jile

!

it is of course natural, that a theory of saKation as Paul

taught it. wnnld find nianv adhcrcnls. Tlio longing for saKation

from sin and its punishment in the beyond was evervwlierc preva-

lent at that time together with the longing for immortalitv. If the

tbeorv taken in itself li.id d.mgerons ini|)Iii-;ilii mis with regard to

moralitx, it was counterbalanced, as said b.efiM-e, b\- the demands
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of a pure and higli morality, to be like Christ. The theory of Paul

further implied that in Christ all believers were equal before God,

whether master or slave, whether high or low, whether rich or

poor, whether man or woman, whether Jew or (ientile. They
were all brothers in Christ. This was the strength of the new re-

ligion, besides that it was attached to a historical personality, who
had actually lived and was no mythical figure, as the saviors pro-

posed in the Pagan mysteries, though of course the conception of

the heavenly Messiah, preexistent with God, the last or second

Adam, as having appeared in Jesus is in the last end mythical also.

The expectation of a speedy return of Christ, which the first

Christians had, did not become true. The developing Christian

church therefore gradually postponed the return of Christ, and the

coming of the kingdom of heaven upon earth, to the far future.

First they expected that event to take place at the fall of the Roman
empire, which they in common with the Jews supposed to be the

last em]:)ire according to the interpretation of the book of Daniel,

while according to the view of its author the last empire of that book

was the Greek-I\Iacedonian. preceeded by the Persian, Mede and

Babvlonian. Further as the product of the last empire, Antiochus

Epiphanes. was looked upon as the anti-God, the incarnation of the

Evil one, by the J.ews at his time, so later through the false inter-

pretation of Daniel, the Roman empire was thought to be the anti-

God, the incarnation of the Evil one, in consequence of the dominion

of the Romans over the Jews and such attempts of Roman Emper-
ors, like Caligula, to put their statues in the temple of Jerusalem.

The cult of the Roman emperor as a divine being, which Caligula

claimed for himself and then later Domitian, could only strengthen

the Jewish conception, that the Roman empire was anti-Godly, they

being stern monotheists. This idea was accepted by Christians

also, who likewise were monotheists and rejectors of idolatry. The
demands of the Roman government and state religion, to ofifer in-

cense to the statue of the emperor, to which Christians objected,

were very often the cause of the persecution of Christians. No w^on-

der that in their eyes the Roman state was considered as the incar-

nation of the Anti-Christ, just as Antiochus Epiphanes had been

considered by the Jews as the incarnation of the Anti-God.

But the Christian religion constantly grew in numbers in spite

of occasional persecution. The ancient polytheism connected with

idolatry, was in the wane already among many before Christianity,
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and when Christianity with its more spiritual monotheism, already

propagated before its advent by the many Jews in the Roman em-

pire, appeared on the scene, combined with its doctrine of salvation

and a pure morality, it was bound to make conquests among many,

especially since its religious and moral doctrines were combined with

the doctrine of the universal brotherhood of man, though this was

not something entirely new, as it had already been taught by the

Stoics and other philosophers and Greek poets, but first really

brought into practical efifect in (7hristian circles, when people of

all classes were considered as members of one body, under the head

fo Christ.

Up to the time of Constantine the Great, 306-337 A. D.. Chris-

tianity had so grown in numbers, that he finally conceded complete

tolerance from p(~)litical reasons to Christianity, which had till then

l)y some em]~ierors only been allowed a limited tolerance aside of

the old polytheistic state religion. From Constantine on. Christianity

gradually became the state religion. The religion, which once had

l)een ])ersecuted now began to ])ersecute itself, in order to extend

Christianity. The Roman empire once looked upon as the iticar-

nation of the Anti-Christ, was headed by Christian emperors. It

fell to pieces under the strokes of Christianized Germanic tribes.

ITow far different had the original ideas of Christianity, with which

it started, turned out! The bishops of Rome had gradually taken

rlie place of the Roman pontiff, instead of the Pagan Roman high-

priest, the highpriest and Pope of Christianity reigned. The re-

ligion, which had started with the idea, that Christ is the only media-

tor between God and man, had ended with the Pope, who claimed to

be the representative of Christ on earth, the successor of Peter on

the basis of Matth. xvi. 18. Mark, the oldest gospel, had related,

that Peter once declared Jesus to be the Christ, whereupon Jesus

told his disciples not to say anything about this to others. Matthew

has the same story. P>ut it is the only gospel, which relates in con-

nection with it. that Jesus told Peter, that upon this rock (Peter

means rock) he would build his church and the gates of Hades

would not i)revail against it. or as some manuscri])ts have "against

Ihce" (Peter). Since Hades only means the abode of death, never

Hell as the ])lace of pimisbment. and at the etid of the chapter

Jesus is duoted as saying, tb.il there wore standing around him some,

who shnulfl not see death, lictorc the coming of the son of man and

I'lis kingdnui, all ( "brisliaii interpreters up to 340 \. D. explain this
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passage as meaning, that Peter would not see death before the com-

ing of the Messianic reign, of course as they meant, as we shall see

later, the spiritual reign of Christ. Since the Matthew passage is

tlie only one, in which Jesus speaks of his believers as his church

and the expectance of the imminent coming of the son of man in

his kingdom precluded a church, these words must be assumed to be

a later interpolation. The words which then follow, proclaiming

Peter as the doorkeeper of heaven, and possessing its keys and the

power of binding and loosing, were interpreted by the church fathers

(thus Tertullian d. 220 A. D.) as meaning that Peter was the first

one, who unbarred on the day of Pentecost the entrance to the

heav.enly kingdom by baptism in the name of Jesus, through which

were loosed the sins, that before time were bound, while the non-

acceptance of baptism had a binding power. As bishop Callistus of

Rome (217-222 A. D.) was the first one, who refers the words to

Peter to himself, as the successor of Peter, and before him no

church father, not .even Irenaeus (d. 220 A. D.) who accentuated

the precedence of the Roman church, because founded by Peter

and Paul, knows nothing of a superior power of Peter before the

other apostles, these words are open to suspicion of being a gradual

development, in order (1) to establish the superiority of Christian-

ity as a mode of salvation over against other mystical cults promis-

ing salvation, mixtures of all kinds of older religious speculations,

especially Mithraism ;
(Mithra was said to be rock-begotten. In

his sanctuaries, the figure of the Mithraic Kronos, the god of time,

had an especial place, represented with the keys of heaven, to open

and close its doors in order to let the souls ascend and descend)

(2) to establish the prerogative of the Roman bishops, as the suc-

cessors of Peter. (The terms ''bind" and "loose", amplifications

of the term "keys", later received a juridical sense, i. e. to excom-

municate, or to revoke excommunication).

As the kingdom of God had not come miraculously down from

heaven upon earth, it was thought to be represented on earth as far

as the Christian church existed with its form of worship and be-

lief. Therefore the expositors of the New Testament passages,

in which Jesus spoke of the imminent coming of the kingdom of

God and the end of the world in the time of the generation among

which he lived, interpreted those passages as referring to the growth

and propagation of Christianity. The word "generation" of which

Tesus said, that it would not pass away before that event, was in-
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terpreted as meaning either the Jewish or the whole human race.

If Jesus said that some of them standing about him. would not see

death before that event, this was interpreted as meaning that his

disci])les would not die, before the spiritual kingdom of Christianity,

the beginning of the Church had been established in Judea and the

surroimding coimtries. All (his was done of course, because Jesus

was supposed not to have erred in his expectations. The doctrine

that Christ would come again as the final judge and establisher of

his absolute reign of course was still held and taught b\- the church,

but this C(~)niing now seemed to be in the far future. The gospels

had taught, wlicn the end did not come so quickly as was originally

thought, that it would not come before Christianity had been

preached everywhere in the then small known world, the Roman
emj)ire. lUit the world gradually became larger and larger during

the following centuries, with an ever increasing number of peoples,

who had heard nothing of Christianity. Consequently according to

the new intcqirctation of the gospels the end of the world must still

be far off. Christianity of course continued to be preached among

the e\er increasing new known peo]:)les in Europe during the Middle

Ages ivon^ the fall of the Roman empire on, 476 A. D. but this

preaching was always accom]:)ani.ed also bv force, by subduing them

to Christianity with the sword. In modern times Christianity of

course was not spread anymore in that outrightly brutal manner,

but the Christian missionaries were backed bv the power and pro-

tection of their res])ective countries. Tn many instances the preach-

ing of Christianity followed the trade in newly opened non-Christian

lands, or the trade followed Christianity, so that Christianity was

not preached entirelv unalloyed with worldly and commercial in-

terests and -exjiloitation.

It is (luestionable, whether the doctrine of the second advent of

Christ is held in th.e literal sense anymore by many Christian church-

es, though thev still profess the socalled .Apostolical creed, in which

tliis ad\cnt is professed. Tn fact many doctrines of the original

Church in cour.se of time up to our day were interpreted according to

the views and dogmas of the indi\idual churches, into which Chris-

tianitv had si)lit nj), and not according to the original historical sense

of the early Christian doctrines. ( U' course the earlv chmxh already

was not uniform in its views. Thus even the doctrine of the virgin

liirth of ("brist, though taught in two gosju'ls. was no generally

accepted belief in tin- first two centuries, as the church father Justin
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Martyr of the middle of the second century tells us. In fact the

Christian Church has ever heen not only an ecclcsia mUitans against

non-Christian religions, but a militant Church in its own midst,

one branch quarreling with and d.efaniing another branch, far from

l)eing "one flock and one shepherd" as the fourth Gospel taught.

But just these differences of doctrines and conceptions make it pos-

sible for us to get an insight into the natural evolution of Christian-

ity, just as the different layers of the so-called Mosaic law and the

differences of the historical books of the Old Testament give us an

insight into the natural evolution of Judaism. If there were not

the flagrant contradictions in both the Old and Xew Testament and

everything were of one cast in them, both Judaism and Christianity

might appear as some supernatural infallible revelation or some
invention of ]')riestcraft. If Hebrew history for instance had only

been presented for us in the wa>- the books of Chronicles represents

it. making it agree with the Mosaic law, w^e would never hav-e gotten

a true insight into Hebrew history and Judaism. Just the flagrant

differences in both religions show that they were purely evolutions

of the religious side of the human mind, which is subject to truth

and error as well in religion as in other spheres, science, politics, etc.

This of course does not mean that it is not possible to ever get at the

basis of truth, but that truth can onlv be arrived at by a critical

investigation of all facts, and weighing them against each other.

The truly religious side of the human mind will not suffer thereby,

for man w^as from the beginning religious and will ever be.



HUMANE RELIGION

BY BOLLING SOMERVILLE

AS the various sects and cults which depend upon beliefs in the

intcr\ention of other-worldly powers in the creation and life

(if this world steadily loses point after point, we feel the uneasiness

which sutTuses all religious bodies. Some deny this uneasiness

^cr\• vehemently, and capitalize its existence in their rival sects,

.saying truly enough that to have faith in God is to have faith in

iruth. r>ut below the surface, all religious bodies are lacking in this

confidence. And as things are. they are rightly so; for any concern

fnr things supernatural, especially for the world to come, effects a

focusing of our powers. It sensitizes our thought in the direction of

those slow-maturing fruits, those eternal values—sacrificeing, as in

giving one's best efforts and resources to the enhancement of the

general future welfare of society: study of the why, whence and

wherefore of all life; the desire to conserve the best that is in

the human heart and soul rather than to produce the most that

can be in the fact(M-y ; and all the rest. Tndy. "the fear of the Lord

is the beginning of wisdom," even though it be unconscious, overlaid

with interests and purposes which thems-elves speak of no fear,

E\-ery primiti\e man was born into an environment of fear; and

without that primeval clement, no man can live his life naturally

—

none can get the most out of it for his fellow men and his own per-

sonal universe of ends and \alucs.

P>ut fear is an unliap])y word : it has fallen into disrepute. It is

supposed to CDunolc a shivering and a shaking, a quivering and a

i|u,aking: it is suiipovcd to siieak of paral\-sing ])anio. And therefore

we nnisl seek to convey the idea of a focusing force by means of

another word. Perha])s solicitude is the word wliicli best serves us.

It sijinilles uneasiness, care, concern, desire: it is a distinction with-

out a great dilVerence. Then the (juestion is, wliat shall be the object
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of our solicitude? What object can maintain our solicitude in a wa)'

which compares with that of these many superstitions which are

now taking their due leave? And we remember that while they

lasted superstitions were relentless in energizing us ; they were very

self-sufficient.

Here, at length, we think of more thoroughly substituting social

values for moral. Society should be the god of all who have no god.

"I believe in man" is the way one eminent preacher advises us to

begin our creed. And, since man is supposed to be made in the image

of God, this advice sounds reasonable enough. If God is self-

sufficient morally, why cannot man as a whole be likewise—as

potent as possible in the worship of the good that is within him ; as

fully energized as any worship can make him? This does not mean
that the good in mankind should be magnified bv any chance : it is

not conceit of any degree which is wanted ; for that would mean an

increase of a trait only too evident over the face of the earth today.

\\'hat we want, instead, is the sort of worship which is one with

tlie earnest desire to conserve the best within mankind. It is a seek-

ing and a stri^'ing, a freeing and a protecting.

And it has to do not so much with abstract human qualities as

with living and active individuals. The individual must become the

end of all solicitude. This, we recognize, is Kantian teaching, and

has been held to for some time. But it has never been applied in

the proper way. That is, it is believed that men are very much

equal as ends, even in a practical world, and should be so treated.

The truth is that there are differences among men in this respect

just as in that of size, vigor, mentality, specialization, and all other

characters. And this means that we must do a certain selecting and

favoring among men, which is to say among ends—among the ob-

jects of our solicitude. \A'e must not look for any gulf between

the good and the bad, yet we must admit that there is an ever chang-

ing, developing, progressing hierarchy of values, social and moral,

among the many individuals wdio go to make up mankind. We
must have more concern for this man, who has shown himself of

more than average good-will, conscientiousness, dutifulness, concern

for his fellows, or whatever name we give that most valuable human

(juality. Conversely, we should have less concern for that man,

who gives evidence of having less of that quality—of being narrower,

more selfish, in his life and interests. This, indeed, is our criterion.

And as we remember that the nineteenth centurv failed to find in
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social values any very workable substitute for tbe moral values of

previous time, we must remember alsn that the nineteenth century

believed too much in Man with a capital ]^I. Man in the abstract,

rather than in men. The nineteenth century did not believe in

showing- differences between men. And so we have democracy

foisted upon lis: an inibounded faith in man, and an imyielding dis-

trust of men, even tliouyh they hold office by the right of the divine

majoritv.

Which shows that state and society are inseparable from religion

in form. This has been half learned many times, and many times

perverted. Hut now comes the time for knowing it so thoroughly

that we know we know it: then it cannot easily be twisted to any

anti-social ]Uirpose. ( ^nly in such well founded confidence can we
hope to get our feet and stay there. But it happens here that know-

ing and doing are very much the same thing ; we learn the basic

unity of state, society and religion only as we work for their unity,

and note the failures that have resulted from their improper separa-

tion.

Here we mav well delight to turn back to Plato and .\ristotle,

who s;iid that all governments fail because their bases are too nar-

row and become ever more narrow. Indeed, what we have been in

need of all along is a recognized basis of the state which will in-

clude every desired human quality—every quality which is essen-

tial to the maintenance of the state. .\nd, of cours-e, that quality

is the sui)reme human quality which we have mentioned— let

us call it dutv, in this connection. \\'ithout dutv no state could

last an\- time: and without dut)- ])roperlv organized, seeing properly

to its own perpetuation hv means of properly rewarding tJic indi-

viduals who show that cjuality, duty weakens in every case, and no

state fails to fail.

Conservation—yes, duty must aim at its own conservation—in

fact its own increase and power. .And in this, we must never for-

get, the means and end is the in(li\i(lu;d- the indixidual who has

that f|ualit\', and lives that ([ualitv and shows that ([uality- That is to

sav. the dutiful man, who regards himself as a means, an instrument.

of dut\-, should be rt'g;irded bv his fellows .among the dutiful ;is an

end of llirir dut\. To work ;is far ;is practicable for his recei\-ing

hi> due and iiro]ier rew.ird becomes included within the kingdom

of bnm;in duties. Indeed it becomes a i);irt c^i the dut\- of the

verv man himself. It becomes his right

—

sometliin<> for which he
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should fight. For has he not ample need for all possible reward in

his endless task of duty? If he is an instrument, should he not seek

to become as efifective, as instrumental, as possible? Reward is a

stepping-stone from lesser duties to greater. It is the harvest of

duty, and the seed of a yet greater harvest. And the world that

speaks against reward speaks against its own moral nature and in-

telligence ; the narrowness of its thinking fits in with its narrow

selfishness.

In the capitalist system we have a frank recognition that there

must be reward ; the basis of that system is that there should be due

payment for service rendered. And indeed if this were only more

truly the case there would be no great complaint against that system

;

we should not find wealth going to the merely executive type so

greatly out of proportion to that going to the creative type—the busi-

ness man getting so much, and the philosopher and social organizer

so little. We should in fact see the most "priceless" services, as we

call them, paid more or less accordingly, so that the man who gives

his life for medical research brings greatest reward upon those near-

est and dearest to him—reward which has nothing to do with living

requirements, but is gauged by a consensus of authoritative opinion

as to the value of the service. And all acts which seem to be acts

of duty, of love for the human whole, would bring from all dutiful

men who witness them sufiicient assistance towards attaining re-

ward, which is to say sufficient cooperation, sufficient sympathy and

gratitude of the efifective sort, sufficient backing.

This is the thing we want—the active, telling spirit of reward,

which unifies all men of dutiful intent, and makes their brotherhood

more than an abstract name—more than a word to please and lead

them all astray in a false sense of security, in a false belief that the

mere name, brotherhood, and an inactive, effervescing sympathy

will make the world better than it is, and the dutiful happier. We
want that sympathy which brooks an isolation of no dutiful indi-

vidual, but pulls the hearts of them all together through their

many helping hands. This is the spirit which maketh alive, which

bursts through all deadening letters and laws and customs, ever

creating these things anew to fit its growing nature. This is the

spirit which sees that it is not the institution, not the state, not

the machine, which lies at the center of all loyalties, but is the in-

dividual, human and therefore nearest being divine. This is the

most beautiful and true among religions. The reciprocation taught
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by Confucius— wliat can it signify but tbisT" ^^'hat else can be tbe

meaning of Cbrist's golden rule? And where else could Royce's

"loyalty to loyalty" bear us tban to tbis? When we realize that the

dutiful man is jjiost truly a man, we fintl an overflowing significance

in tbe words. "Ciod is tbe helping of man by man, and such is the

way to eternal life."

^^'hen tbis becomes our religion, we recognize all superstitions,

all unscientific beliefs, as stumbling-blocks and belittling, as proof

that religion is not sure of itself, not confident of its own life and

power and office And we are ready to throw them all ofl^ with a

will. For we have found that such strengthening of the heart of

religion, namely tbe good men, by means of reward (which may
also be called cooperation, active sympathy, etc.) makes religion

so much the more powerful, and indeed pervasive. All the ideals

and svmpathies which meet in each good, dutiful individual like

rays in a focus, then become brightened and glorified accordingly

with the things which appeal to the world at large ; and few if any

men stand unaft'ected. All are urged towards the good and dutiful

life by all those urges which ar-e fundamental to the nature of man,

who is the divine image. Love of wealth, honor and glory, love of

unfailing fellowship, love of one's own family, one's own children,

who could reap the fruits of one's duty where one does not survive

it. who would receive the measure of solicitude due from good men

at large—all these loves, and more, then act to support the good,

the good men, the heart of all religion.

And to this end, again, we have but to change our point of focus

from other-worldliness to this-worldliness, from a Heaven too far

above us to the earth which must ever be reckoned with, from ]\Ian

to men—good men.



THE BIRTH AND EARLY HISTORY OF SAKYAMUNI AS
TOLD IN THE PALI SCRIPTURES

BY HOWARD W. OUTERBRIDGE

WE have already seen that the accounts of the Hfe and teaching

of the Buddha which have come down to us in the PaH Scrip-

tures represent the most nearly historical material which we have.

We must examine this to see what light it throws upon the earlv

career of Sakyamuni, and what was the general conception of his

person as there revealed: considering, (1) the terms applied to him

in the canonical scriptures, comparing them with the appellations

and titles given him in later centuries, (2) the biographical material

in relation to his early life.

1. An examination of names sometimes seems a bare and profit-

less task, but it frequently reveals facts which are most valuable.

This is the case with the names used of Sakyamuni in the writings

of the various periods. Without attempting to give the number of

times each term is used, we will be able to see that the nature of the

names and titles clearly indicates a progress in the thought of his

disciples toward him.-^ fa) It is a very striking fact that in the

Silas, which we have seen to be perhaps the very oldest teaching

extant, Sakyamuni is spoken of as "Gotama the Recluse" and

"Tathagata" ; and the picture there drawn of him is that of a strict

ascetic. It begins, "Putting away the killing of living things, Gotama
the Recluse holds aloof from the destruction of life. He has laid

the cudgel and the sword aside, and ashamed of roughness, and full

of mercy, he dwells compassionate and kind to all creatures that

have life.' It is thus that the unconverted man, when speaking in

praise of the Tathagata, might speak. Or he might say. Tutting

away the taking of what has not been given, Gotama the Recluse

-^A similar development can be traced in the use of the terms Jesus.
Messiah. Christ, Lord, Logos, etc.
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lived aloof from graspins^ what is not his own. He takes onlv what

is o-iven. and ex]>ectin_o- that gifts will come, he passes his life in

honesty and pnritv of heart.' Or he might say, etc., etc." The sec-

tion ends as follows. "These, hrethren. are the trifling matters, the

minor details of mere morality, of which the unconverted man. when
praising the Tathagata might speak." So we have the two terms

''Hotama the Recluse" and "the Tathagata" as the accepted titlas

gi\en l\v the "unconverted" and the orthodox disci])les respectively.^^"

(b) The Sutta Xipata. which contains the Parayana and the

Octades which rank next to the Silas,—in the chronological list

given l)v Rhvs Davids.—as among the oldest of the Buddhist works.

uses a somewhat larger variety of terms. Among these are to be

found "Bhagavat." which means worshipful, or Blessed ; Buddha

or Enlightened One : Gotama. of the nam.e of his family ; Sakyamuni.

the Sakya sage or ascetic : Isix, also meaning sage ; and Brahamana,

with a similar meaning : Muni, meaning ascetic or sage ; and

Bhikkhu, or mendicant. Tn these books there seems to be reflected

also, the period when asceticism and the attainment of enlightenment

were the two most outstanding features of his life.

(c) Tn the later books of the Tripitaka we seem to ha\'e reached

a transition period. The terms mentioned above are used, such as the

Buddha, the Tathagata. Sakyamuni, etc.. and others such as Sugata,

or Blessed, in the Dhammapada : and Samana or ascetic, in the

Mahavagga. which have a similar content. Tn addition to these,

however, there is a new class of appellation beginning to be used,

whicc is much more extravagant, and which indicates that new
meanings were beginning to be attached to his person. Two of

these occur in the INFahavagga. The first is "Jina" or conqueror, a

term which is later used in the Buddha Charita. the Jina Charita.

the .'-^addharma Pimdarika and elsewhere. Tt is a good Mahayana
name for the Buddha."'^ The second title we will mention bv wav
of illustration is "King of the T.aw" wh.ich is found in the Maha-
vagga.^^ This rdso came to be a very common title for the Buddha
in later years, as will be seen from the Saddharma Pundarika. for

example.

The next stage of (be dcNt'loitment is seen in the later Ix^oks of

the Xorthcrn Canun, whore such terms are used as, "Saviour of

'"Sarrrd Uool-s of llir fluiidliists. \'<il. TT, ii]). .v 2('.

••"^T. B. /•: . y,A. X. ('i) i.p i?7, isr.. \is,. \'oi. xiii. p. oi.

'-.S" H. /•"., \'(>I. X ( ii ) KL'. The' Icnn usrd is "I )li;ininiara.u.'ni."
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Mankind'" which we find in the Fo She Tsan King, and "God over

all Gods used in the "Questions of King Milinda, and the Saddharma

Pundarika." We have now reached the p]a.ce where the earthly

career of Sakyamuni was either lost sight of, or glorified ; he had

hecome a metaphysical heing,—the incarnation of the Eternal

Buddha, such as we s-ee in developed Mahayana Buddhism.

2. The Biogroplucal Material on the Early Life of Sak\auiw\i.

One is surprised in reading over the books of the Pali Canon,

to find an almost entire lack of any biographical material whatever

(Ml the early life of the founder of Buddhism. The Mahavagga,

Kullavagga, and Mahaparinibbana Sutta are the works which con-

tain the onlv real attempts to give beographical outlin-es.. and none

of them touch on the earlier year whatever.

( a ) The Mahavagga, and its continuation, the Kullavagga. The

translators of this work, Rhys Davids and Oldenberg, make the

following statement as to its value as a piece of- biography. "Among

the elements of historical or legendary character .... this account

occupies by far the first place, both in extent and importance. For

it contains the oldest version accessible to us now, and most

probably, for ever, of what the Buddhist fraternity deemed to be

the history of their blaster's life in its most important period. "^^

This is a remarkable statement, and probably there are none who
would attempt to deny it. tl is disappointing to find, however, that

instead of beginning with the birth and early career of the Buddha,

the account commences with the scene under the Bodhi tree, after

enlightenment had been attained.

"At that time the Blessed Buddha dwelt at Uruvela. on the bank

of th-e river Xerangara, at the foot of the Bodhi tree Ctree of en-

lio-htenment ) just after he had become Sambuddha. And the blessed

Buddha sat cross-legged at the foot of the Bodhi tree uninterruptedly

during seven days, enjoying the bliss of emancipation."^* The
book then continues to outline the teachings given in regard to such

matters as the development and organization of "the order", re-

quirements for admission to it, and details in respect of medicines,

dress, food, residence during the rainy season, etc.. for the Bhikkus

and Bihkkuni.—the monks and nuns. Wt will have occasion to study

this more in detail later.

^35-. B. E.. Vol. XII. p. 7i note.

345-. B. E., Vol. XIII, pp. 73-74.
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(b) The ^^lahaparinibbana Sutta, or Book of the Great Decease,

is the only other part of the PaH Canon which aims to be biographi-

cal in any large way, or is really interested in the events of Sakya-

niuni's life, per se. Here, too, as is to be expected, the early events

are entirely overlooked, and the story is taken up from the period

immediate!}- preceeding his death.

(c) Other references to his birth and early histor}^ are surpris-

ingly few. in the Pali Canon. We might mention the following.

(1) In the first Sutta of the Mahavagga, the Buddha is giving

King Bimbisara an account of his family and birth. "Just beside

Hamavanta, O king," he says, ''there lives a people endowed with

the power of wealth, the inhabitants of Kosala. They are Addikas

by family; Sakyas by birth ; from that family I have wandered out,

not looking for sensual pleasures. Seeing misery in sensual pleas-

ures, and considering the forsaking of the world as happiness. I will

go and exert myself ; in this my mind delights. "^^

(2) In the Tevigga Sutta of the Digha Nikaya, there is also a

reference to his family and his ascetic life. It reads, "That Samana

Gotama, .... who left the Sakya tribe to adopt the religious life,

is now staying at Alanasakata, in the mango grove Now re-

garding that venerable Gotama, such is the high reputation that has

been noised abroad, that he is said to be a fully enlightened one.

bless-ed and worthy, aboimding in wisdom and goodness, happy, w'ith

knowledge of the world, unsurpassed as a guidex to erring mortals.

a teacher of gods and men, a blessed Buddha."''*'

(3) The only story which approaches the later birth legends is

that which is told in the Mahavagga^' of the prophecy and blessing

of the sage, Asita, at the time of the birth of Sakyamuni. The story

relates how Asita, seeing the great rejoicing among- the gods, in-

quired the cause of it, and was told "The Bodhisattva. the excellent

p-earl, the incomparable, is born for the good, and for a blessing in

the world of men, in the town of the Sakyas, in the country of

I.nmliini. Therefore we are glad and exceedingly pleased. He,

the most excellent of all beings, the preeminent man, the bull of men.

the most excellent of all creatures, will turn the wheel (of the

Dhamma) in the forest called after the Tsis. (he who is) like the

roaring lion, the strong lord of beasts." .A.sita then descends to the

^'.S-. n. /•:.. \'ol. X di) pp. 68-0.

•''".?. R. E., XI, p. 169.

".?. B. R., X fii) p. 125-7.
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palace of Suddhodana and is shown the new-born prince, where-

upon he begins to weep. He soon reassures the King that it is not be-

cause of any evil which will arise for the new Prince, however, but

because he himself being old, would never be able to see the spread

of the new religion, nor "hear the Dhamma of the incomparable

one." This story, which reminds us of Simeon in the temple bless-

ing the new-born Jesus, has perhaps the most valuable material of all

the record in the Tripitaka. It contains however, elements of the

miraculous, which while not discrediting iv altogether, raise ques-

tions as to its date and reliability. Tt may be said with a fair de-

gree of certainty, that some of the later stories find here their point

ni departure. Or to put the matter difi'ercnLlv. this storv represents

the earliest beginnings of those va-ied and marvelous tales which

have b'cen woven about his birth and ejirly career.

(4) We now come to a remarkable document, which, while not

directly biographical in its nature, is very suggestive also in regard

to the origins of the stories which we will find later, in regard to the

birth and early career of Sakya. This is the Mahapadana

Suttanta, a part of the Digha Nikaya.^^ It relates how the Exalted

One, overhearing some of his disciples talking about the nature of

the previous births of the Buddha, approaches them and tells them

that he is the seventh reincarnation of the Buddha. The first oc-

curred in the 91st kalpa before the present one, the next two in the

31st, and the four last including his own in the present kalpa. Much
more detail is given which it is unnecessary to repeat here. In the

evening of the same day, he further discourses to them on the sub-

ject of the events which take place when a Bodhisat is born. Each

paragraph begins with the formula, 'Tt is the rule, brethren" ; then

follows a detailed account of miraculous events, which we can

only indicate here, and ends with the formula, "That in such a case

is the rule". The events which take place are as follows : The
earth and heaven are filled with wondrous radiance, when the Bodhi-

sat enters his mother's womb ; four sons of the gods go to the four

corners of the world to protect him : the mother must be chaste : she

must have no desire for sensual pleasures : she must live in the en-

joyment of the five senses ; she enjoys comfort and safety during

the time of gestation ; she dies seven days after the birth of the

Bodhisat, rising again in the heaven of delight : she brings forth

SS5". B. Buddhists, Vol. III. pp. 4-41. '
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after ten months rather than the ordinary period of nine ; she

brings forth standing, rather than sitting- or recHning ; the child is

received by the four sons of the gods who say, "Rejoice lady, for

mighty is the son that is born to thee." The Bodhisat issuing from

his mother's womb is born without any defilement such as is usu-

ally attendant upon parturition, but "like a jewel laid down in

I>enares muslin" : showers of hot and cold water a{)pear in the sky

for the washing of the child and its mother; the child at once stands

on both feet, takes seven strides to the north, and shouts with the

voice of a bull. "Chief am I in the world. Eldest am I in the world,

Foremost am I in the world ! I'his is the last birth ! There is now no

more coming to be!" "The earth is then filled again with radiance,

as it was at the time of conception, and the "ten thousand worlds of

the universe tremble and shudder and quake."

The stor}' then proceeds to give, in different form, an account of

the later career of the Buddha, by telling the story of the early life

of \'ipassi. the first of the incarnate Buddhas, who lived, as we have

seen. 91 kalpas ago, and whose life extended for 80,000 years. This

material too is of great value as a parallel to the stories which arose

in a later age, concerning the life of Sakyamuni.

Tlie Rajah, X'ipassi's father, is informed by the Brahmans, that

his child is to become a great man, for he has the thirty-two marks

of greatness. He is to rule the earth, "not by the scourge, nor by

the sword, but bv righteousness". The Z2 marks of the great men,

belong rather to the realm of fortune-telling than science, and con-

sist of such marks as ]:)rojecting heels, long fingers and toes, fortv

regular and continuous teeth, lustrous eyes, long tongue, and a white,

soft and hairy mole between the eyebrows, etc. His father engaged

many nurses for bini. and l)uiU llu-ee palaces. He becomes the

fa\f)urite of all and is regarded as a master of wisdom.

It will be seen on comparing these stories of the birth and child-

hood of the liuddhas in general and \^ipassi in ]);u-ticular, with the

later stories told of Sak\rmiuni. that they run almost exactly parallel.

There can be little doubt that there is a very close relationship be-

tween the two. 'j'his relationship will become even more clear when

we take u]) ihe latter part of the .Sutlanta and compare its account

f)f the Renunciation of \'i])assi with the story of the Remmciation

of .Sakyamuni as told in the later Mahayana Scriptures. There are

two possible explanations. I'.itlier this storv is a later development

which has bren included in the canon, or it represents a very
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early story,—tolcl possibly by Sakyamuni bimself,—which has

been applied by later scholars to Sakyamnni's own career, and used

as the basis of the legends which have grown up around him. In

regard to the date of the scripture, we can only say that the Digha

Nikaya, in which this Mahapadana Sutta occurs, is comparatively

quite early. Rhys Davids puts it among the first of the complete

works of the Pali Canon to attain its present form. We have no

reason for believing that the stori.es quoted above were later intro-

ductions. On the contrary the reverse seems to be the fact.

^^'hether Sakyamuni was the originator of the Buddha stories we
have just related, or not, makes little difiference. They seem to be-

long to the early period of Buddhism. Taking these as a text, the

later writers have woven their stories of the birth and childhood

of the Buddha, using all the wealth of oriental imagination and

colouring. These stories they have linked up with the few known
details of Sakyamuni's life, and have passed it off as the authentic

life history of the great founder of Buddhism. How impossible

are some of the stories we will see in the next chapter.

(5) The Jataka Tales. The Jatakas contain the only attempt

to be found in the Canonical scriptures of southern Buddhism, to

give an account of the birth-stories of the Buddha. The part of

the book where these stories are found is the Introduction, however.

The main portion is simply an adaptation of ancient Indian folk-tales

to the purposes of Buddhism, by recounting stories of animals, as

the happenings of the Buddhas in their pre-existent states. This

method is quite in keeping with the universal tendency of Buddhism

to absorb into itself material of all kinds, and from whatever source

it is available. The Introduction however, represents a very differ-

ent purpose, and must be clearly distinguished from the main body

of the book. Furthermore they probably represent very different

dates of composition, as well.

The date of the complete work in its present form is uncertain.

It is true that there was a collection of Jataka tales in existence at

the time of the Second Council, at A^esali, about the year 377 B. C.'"'

'"The D'n-11-amsq in te'l'iip^ of this Council sa^-s. "Tn part thev r-^st as'de

the S'-tta pnrl the Vina^-a so deen. and made an imitation Sntta and ^"''navR,

rhaneinsr this to that, the Parnvara abstract and the six hooks of the Ahhid-

h-^mma. the Patisamhhida. the Nidessa. and a port'on of the Jatakas—so m-ich

thev put aside, and made others in their place.'' D'pavamsa, ^', 32. The
Jatakas were evidently known at this time, though we cannot be sure of the

size or nature of the tales.
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This does no mean tliat the Jatakas were then complete in their

present form however. The introductory chapter and the notes

prehxed to each chapter give very strong evidence of heing of later

date. Scholars are not agreed as to who the author was. Childers,

the translator, credits it to Ruddhaghosa ahout 430 A. D. Rhys

Davids is inclined for other reasons to make it still later.^" We are

quite justified then, in claiming that though the stories of the birth

of Sakyamuni as told in the Jatakas belong to the Pali Canon, they

are actually the work of a period perhaps a thousand years after

the death of the hero. They are accordingly quite outside the realm

of the period we are studying, and will be taken up together with

the stories which we have in the r)uddha Charita. Lalita \^istara and

other documents which belong to a later period.

To summarize the material which we have reviewed. \\'e have

found in the early Pali Literature almost no material whatever on

the early carer of the founder of Buddhism. The story of his birth

and early life seems to have been of little interest to his immediate

disciples. They made no effort to preserve the details or hand them

on to posterity. The reason for this is not hard to find. For did

he not despise all these things, and count them as hindrances rather

than helps in the great task to which he had set himself? It was

not the life from which he had come, but that to which he had gone

;

not the place of his father.—if such there really were,-—but the

begging bowl and the yellow robe, that really counted in the great

struggle of life. Pike the great master himself, the disciples were

quite willing to forget all that had gone before.

How, tlicn. can we account for the sudden and great revival of

interest in the details of his early career which seems to have spread

from the first centurv A. D. onward ?" \\'hy have the scholars

painted with such lavisli hruid. and such vivid colours the pictures

which we find in later P)uddhist literature? Without anticipating,

is it not suggestive that these stories are all to bt found.—with the

one exc-eption noted above,—in the Mahavana Scriptures, rather than

the TTinayana. And even this exception.—the J^taka Introduction.

—was i^robabb- added to the original portion of the book long after

Maha^a'ia had become prevalent and in all probabilitv by a Mahav-

ana Schnl,-ir.

It mav seem strange at first glance that i\Taha\ana Buddhism.

'f'l^,,- fpH (lisci'ss'-Mi iif tli's ivf'nt si'O Hu' intnuhir'orv cliaptcr of Rhy«

Davids translation of Fanslioll's "Buddhist Birtli Stories."
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which is on the whole, far less interested in the Historical Buddha

that is the earlier Hinayana Buddhism, should have developed this

great iHterest in his hirth and early history. A closer study, how-

ever, reveals the fact that in reality it is not the historical Sakyamuni

ni which they are interested, but a semi-metaphysical Buddha whose

birth was attended with miraculous signs and wonders, and whose

early life they picture as being surrounded with all possible luxuries

and comforts, as a background to the privations and suiTerings he

was to endure later. We can trace here a double tendency, which

is clearly Mahayana in its origin. First, the desire to see in Sakya-

muni an incarnation of the Eternal Buddha, and secondly, the effort

to emphasize the greatness of his sacrifice, as a redemptive trans-

action, available for all men who trust in him,— a line of emphasis

which appears in many of the Mahayana sects. Such an explana-

tion would clarify the real nature of the interests involved, and

make more easy for us the task of trying to evaluate the later stories

of the Sanscrit Canon.

Unless some new evidence appears, we must be satisfied to find

in the works of the Pali Canon,—omitting of course the Jataka In-

troduction,— all the material which we have a right to consider as

representative of the early traditions of Buddhism. There may
have been others not included in the Canon, but we have no evi-

dence whatever of their existence. We are far more likely correct

in concluding that the sum total of authentic tradition concerning

early Buddhism is to be found in the Pali Canonical works.

If this be true, it will be necessary for us tO' revise quite ex-

tensively our commonly accepted accounts of his early career. The
amount to be accepted, on the basis of the earliest records, is quite

small. Up to the time of his enlightenment practically nothing is

known of him. He was recognized as being a member of the Ksha-

triya or warrior caste, and of the Sakya^^ clan. His father was
appartntly a Rajah or petty chieftain,—not a Maharajah, much less

a King, as later traditions picture him. About his early years the

impenetrable veil will hang perhaps forever. That thev were years

of comparative ease and comfort is quite probable, though the home
of a petty Rajah could never have afforded the extravagant luxui"y

described in the later traditions. But all attempts to fill in the years

with colourful details, while poetic and interesting, must be dis-

credited as history.

'iSakya means "the mighty."
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BY CORNELIUS o'cONNOR

THE student searching for fundamental principles underlying

the apparent diversity of existing things finds no adequate

statement of his problem in any one of the numerous and conflicting

theological doctrines, philosophical speculations or scientific theor-

ies. He must broaden the scope of his inquiry to include study of

all theologies, all philosophies and all sciences. In a word, his sub-

ject might be called Universalism.

Moxed by inherent curiosity or by a "law of necessity." men
inimenidriallv have tried to fathom the source and purpose of Ex-

istence. .\s they progressed from instinctive and sub-conscious

mentality and consciously began to identify and classify surround-

ing phenomena, the relationship between cause and effect was recog-

nized. The general prevalence of this relation observed in the physi-

cal world eventually led to speculations which crystallized into sys-

tems of mythology, theology and philosophy founded upon various

deduced interpretations of ,'an assumed law of Causality which

transcended the physical or finite world and became Infinite.

Eao Tze imagined the source of all things to be immeasurable

and indescribable Space, which he compared to Nothing. Tn a

religious sense, this has l).cen liberally interpreted as Infinite Spirit.

He also vaguely ap])rehended a Creative Principle in the Cniverse.

Ciotama conceived Existence as a process of change—motion— in

which all finite values were relative; and the ideal goal of life as

Xirvana, an absolute state of peaceful oblivion ; or, in modern terms,

a surrender of the soul to the Infinite.

Early Creek philosojjb.ers spoke of the Infinite, or Space, as the

source of existence: some of them regarded it as identical with

Spirit, or < lod. or W'orld-soul, or a C"reative Force.

l\gyplian and .Semitic theologies, from wliicli Clu-istianity and

Mohammedanism (K-vcloped. teach that Cod is an Infinite Person-

ah't\', eternal and omnipotent, Creator and Rnler of the world.
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Pythagoras conceived Cosmos, wherein harmony and order were

expressed in Number.

Modern philosophers speak of a First Cause, Supreme Mind,

Force, or Nature ; or as Chaos reduced to order by the automatic

operation of a law of probability. All these concepts, so^ diverse

in detail, have a common source and end in Infinity.

In all ag-.es religious teachers and philosophers have tried vainly

to explore the Infinite ; mathematicians have as vainly tried to limit

it symbolically, but it remains and will remain inscrutable to finite

minds. As natural lawsl are discovered and interpreted, we may
draw new inferences about it, but they are purely speculative.

Through our failures to limit the extension of number, or time, or

to describe the ultimate boundaries of Space, we can show indirectly

that the idea of Infinity is intellectually acceptable; its incompre-

hensible nature may be demonstrated by our inability to imagine a

condition where Space is not. A state without motion or time may
be imagined, perhaps, but no idea of non-space is conceivable,

whether Space be regarded as a plenum, a void or a mental ab-

straction.

As facts and knowledge accumulated, the task of interpreting and

relating them resulted in specialized studies which developed into

the numerous sub-divisions of modern science. The beginnings of

science are so embedded in early Oriental systems of religion and

philosophy that it is perhaps impossible to trace them. Some of the

great early discoveries in mchanics, astronomy, mathmatics and

chemistry were made by men who will remain unknown to us. Our
most authentic information about such subjects comes to us from

the Greece of Thales, his contemporaries and successors, the great-

est of whom probably was Pythagoras. After the death of Archi-

medes, the Roman conquest retarded the spread of this culture until

the Pax Romana was shattered by the Goths and the Mohammedans
revived Science again in Europe.

The first great Western student of the Rennaissance was Roger

Bacon ; next Copernicus, who founded modern astronomy upon a

Pythagorean concept. Later came Descartes, Kepler, Gallileo and

Gilbert, worthy successors of the Greeks ; then Huyghens, Liebniz

and Newton ; Dalton, Ampere, Faraday, ]Mendeleef and Meyer

:

Alaxwell and Hertz, their contemporaries and followers in ever in-

creasing number. Lamarck and Darwin developed theories of evo-

lution which revolutionized scientific views and reacted upon all
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phases of hnmaii thought. The great dues to the mysteries of

nature contributed by these men are still only partly understood.

but are gradually being unravelled. Following Darwin, able physi-

cists developed the electronic theory of matter and related it to

evolution, reducing all natural phenomena to some form of electro-

magnetic activit}^

The nature of electricity itself remained unexplained. Among
the hypotheses advanced as a possible key to the solution of this great

problem was one that interpreted electro-magnetism as a complex

form of spiral rotation, or spiro-circuitous motion, which was con-

ceived to he the combination of finite time, space and motion as in-

dicated in Kepler's laws, and found to exist in atomic systems. A
mathematical relationship between these three factors was traced

from the solar svstem to atoms and hypothetically applied to elec-

tro-magnetism. While this concept is more or less metaphysical,

actual experiments showed atomic and celestial motions to be similar

to electro-magnetic reactions. The origin of these motions was

attributed to compression of Space by Cosmic Force.

^

Examination of general phenomena in the light of this hypothe-

sis recalled attention to an aspect of Nature which had been pre-

viously observed but not adequately related to a specific cause

—

the spiral princii)le, traceable in celestial nebulae, planetary and

atomic notions, through organisms in animal and vegetable life on

this planet, to the smallest knowni corpuscles of energy, elctrons.

ft might be called the mechanical principle underlying Evolution.

Whether it is applicable to psycholog}' and thus to the historical

development of the human race, remains to be proved. As a science,

j)sychology is still new and perhaps now in a stage comparable to

the astronomy of thousands of years ago. In a paragraph on in-

vention, as applied to literary composition. Genung describes thought

processes analogous to the rotational and radial motions of elec-

tricity.

Several writers have outlined a "spiral of progress" in the afifairs

of men. Tn religious history the concept of Infinite Being, or God.

rci>laces animism, demonolog^-, nature-worship and polytheism ; in

j)hilosophy, diversity merges into unity ; the mystic Trinity of Lao

Tze, Gotama and Pythagoras corresponds to a modern triune entity

of Time-S])ace-Motion, the three inseparable factors of physical ex-

istence, which have a spiritual analogue in a religious Trinity of

'See "A Now Cosmic I lyiiotlusis" in 'Iltc Open Coitil
. June, 1027.
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Deity. Eternity, Infinity. In science theories of physics, astronomy,

chemistry and evohition, succeed magic, astrology, alchemy and

metempsychosis ; electronomy supplants atomism. All these changes

transpire in a series of recurrent cycles in which modifications of

the original concepts reappear from age to age.

That the political progress of mankind may conform to such a

principle is suggested by the expression "History repeats itself,"

to describe the recurrence of similar conditions and events, or simi-

lar causes producing similar effects. The evolution of government

might be compared to the growth of families ; patriarchism, or ab-

solute parental rule, developing into family democracy as when the

children mature. Throughout history we see some form of absolu-

tism alternating with some form of democracy. Despotic mon-

archies, dynastic empires, and dictatorships, ever becoming more

liberal, are recurrently succeeded by democratic states, until today

man^' countries have complete adult suffrage and none is without

some kind of electorate. Government by philosopher-kings dreamed

of by Confucius and Plato, is taking the form of federations largely

influenced by ideals of the wise and virtuous men of the past. When
the problems of government are studied more scientifically, progress

in this direction may be accelerated.

Resid-es many noble ideals. Jesus taught the doctrine of the equal-

ity of men before Gbd. Applied politically, this doctrine corres-

ponds to the democratic principle of equality of all men before

the law, and the law is the practical application of the collective will

of society, continually being amended as experience dictates. But

the equality of men is not altogether a matter of political rights. The
value of any man is not measurable solely by his status in the so-

ciety of his time. We honor great men, but who knows their re-

mote ancestry? or who can determine the sources of their inspira-

tion ? Men and women today living humbly and obscurely will be

the progenitors of the great to come, the geniuses through whose

minds will flow scientific discoveries, and inventions, masterpieces

of music, literature and other arts ; and those leaders who will trans-

late into action the religious and social ideals of the future.

Civilization advances as confidence is built up in Causality.

.\nti-social acts, strife and war are temporary lapses of faith in,

or a failure to appreciate, a beneficent relation between cause and

effect. They are retrogressions from intelligence and reason to un-

intelligent instinct ; reversions to the time when primitive man hunted
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for his li\'ing- and could devise no better means of obtaining food

than to fig^ht his neighl)ors for possession of desirable hunting

grounds. The Machivellian view that "They take who may and

hold who can" by force, treachery or chicane, has been found de-

structive and inimical to the welfare of society. As trade supplants

con(|uest, more and more men come to recognize that sinceritv,

generositv and kindness beget trust, loyalty and affection ; and con-

versely, that hypocricy. selfishness and greed beget distrust, resent-

ment and hate : cruelty breeds fear. The whole structure of com-

merce and the modern fabric of credit r-est upon the belief that

honestv inspires confidence. The democratic principle of volun-

tary co-operation may be applied to business eventually, as well as

to government, in the interest of our common welfare. It may not

be too much to expect that the time will come when the measure of

merit among men will be maximum service for minimum reward :

when individuals will compete to promote the happiness of others

without considering their own material interests.

Belief in Infinity may be related inferentially to the finite law of

Causalitv with which we are familiar. Since we can find no effect

without a cause in the physical world, we may infer that if finite ex-

istence is an effect which cannot be traced to an ultimate cause, it

must have an Infinite source. If religion be interpreted as accept-

ance of the idea of Infinity, whether as Being, Spirit, Mind, God,

Power, Force, State or Condition, pervading and transcending the

physical Universe, incomprehensible to finite beings, then all men

may be considered religious, regardless of affiliation or non-afiiliation

witli theological organizations. According to their purely relative

standards, men may disagree about material and spiritual ideals,

creeds, ethics, law, history, politics, art, science and other things,

but fundamentally they agree upon Infinity. On that all are equally

ignorant and none may successfully claim to speak with authority.

Tf w-e hold in abcvance different interpretations of the Infinite

as adxanccd by roinlicting theological and philosophical systems,

we find tlirit similai codes of ethics and rules of conduct were de-

wlfjpci] more or less concmrenllv bv religious teachers and philoso-

phers as society emerged from barbarism. The "Golden Rule" is

a parai)hrase of the "Silver Rule" of Lao Tze and Confucius.

The concept of a personal God might proceed from the view that

llu- I inverse is the product of a Creator or Tnlinite Mind, which

has endowed man with ])Ui'poseful crcatixe laculties in addition to
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the instinctive mental attributes common to other creatures ; and

with intelHj^ence capable of recognizing a universal law of Causal-

ity and its corollaries. Conception of our relation to the Infinite

might be called an attribute of Soul. If we relate the source of ex-

istence to an Infinite Cause, we may also relate the end or purpose

to Infinite efifect. As creative evolutionary processes impart indi-

viduality to physical organisms, so may the soul, innately of relation

to the Infinite, be evolved or created. May not the purpose of ex-

istence be to give identity lo Soul? As attempts to interpret the

Infinite dififer, so do religious views ; they are chiefly matters of

education or training. Theologies have changed or passed but re-

ligion endures.

Harmony and beauty are everywhere evident in Nature. Infinite

Mind has provided bountiful gardens for the use and pleasure of all

creatures. We can all to ever increasing enjoyment of them through

interpretation and intelligent application of natural laws as they are

discovered. At present we know only a few of them. There are

countless conflicting opinions on all subjects, much skill in the use of

natural forces around us, considerable learning, little knowledge as

yet, and less wisdom.

The flash of consciousness we call life, whether measured bv the

age of man or by geologic or astronomic time, is but a moment in

Eternitv. What preceded or will succeed that moment can be known

only to an Infinite Mind. Beneficence, beauty, harmony and love in

this world, inspire hopes of a higher state in the future.

Let us unite in the cultivation of Faith, through the tolerant

pursuit and dissemination of Knowledge.



"DEGENERATION"' [N BIOGRAPHICAL CRITICISM

RY LEWIS PIAGET SHAXKS

WF. h;i\e many books on Anatole France, l)Ut we had to wait

until the appearance of Professor Cerf's Degeneration of a

Great Artist in order to enjoy "the first comprehensive account in

Fng'hsh."' For Mr. Clay's official biography was deficient because

it was published a few months before the master's death, and all

other works fail to include his last book. These works are not

cited here, for comprehensiveness need not mean an otiose amassing

of sources.

It is eminently fitting that a Latin genius should be indicted by

a critic who has the perspective of a different nationality, although

he did take from Gaul a mental habitation and a name. And Pro-

fessor Cerf. already known for a simplifi.ed French method, invests

his criticism with the grace of a Rousseauistic simplicity. "A wide-

awake son questions his father constantly and skeptically : \Miat

is the good of this? To what is it leading me ? If we put the boy's

questions to Anatole France, the answer is far from satisfactory.

. . . France would retort, as everyone knows, that they lead nowhere

because there is nowhere to which they might lead, life being noth-

in!7 but unintelligible flux. This may all be very well in theory but

i< will not do in jiractisc because we must move in some direction

as long as we live whether there is anywhere to go or not and we

want to know m what direction we are moving." So nine-tenths

of this \r)lume indicates where we are going if we read .\natole

I'rancc.

Not that Professor Cerf says it outright, for in diction as in

critical ideals the book is ethical. The jacket's suiierscri]>tion

:

"Now it can be told" is only a catchword, immediately corrcvted by

the assurance that the author "is not concerned with scandal. lUit"

— continues the publisher— "he exj^oses the sensuality and laziness

'./)/(///)/(• iroDiC. riw I )c(/t'>ii'ni!i(>i< of a lirrat .Irtisl. hv Harrv Cert,

Professor in K.t.1 ("nlli-Ki-, ( )nKun. Tlir Dial I'ri'.ss. 1926. I'ria- $4.
"
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of France's character and their effect upon his work." And Pro-

fessor Cerf"s "withering criticism" quite carries out this promise,

up to the final bibhography proving that France wrote less than

fifty volumes in forty years.

So no indiscreet revelations mar the thirty comprehensive pages

given to the master's life and career. Yet it contains things novel

and hitherto unpublished. No other biographer states that France's

name WdS Thibaut and not Thibault, as he used to sign it. A writer

in L'Illustration explained about four years ago that France's first

book was only a school-exercise calligraphed on stone to provide

copies for relatives and friends, but here it seems that it was "pri-

vately printed." Most of us thought that "Mr." Turquet-Milnes

was a woman, and that Rousseau's "friend Lemaitre" had a different

name. We seemed to remember that Anatole France's daughter

was Clotilde and not Suzzane. and that she married Ernest Psichari

and not I\Iichel. We felt that the three volumes of Romans
Cabalistiqucs in Les J'o\agcs imocjinaires of 1787 alone justified

that part of La Rotissenc dealing with "the crazy alchemist

d'Astarac", which finds no approval with this student of com-

parative literature. But when he sums up Le Lys rouge as "a

study of the ravages of sensuality in the haut monde (p. 25)" and

continues : "This great human virtue," w-e know that this can only

be a lapsus typothctac. For despite its title the whole book follows

the laudable motto: Maxima reverentia dchctur pucro : hence it

omits to reveal how the incidents of his life made France degenerate.

Furnished with all the facts of France's life and literary career,

we now take up the 260 pages of criticism. The first and longest

chapter is "The Sensualist", which brings us at once to the heart

of the matter. "Anatole France, skeptic, apostle of disillusion,

prophet of nihilism, enjoyed a singularly happy, serene and suc-

cessful career. ..." and "though he was much more convinced than

most of us that living is a tragic absurdity, he was not more ready

than we to disappear into nothingness." This is appalling. Pro-

fessor Cerf concedes that all cynics can not be expected to commit

suicide, but adds "we feel a little cheated if they expend their genius

to make us hate existence while loving it themselves more passion-

atelv than w.e did even before we listened to them." Surely France

himself never crushed an opponent with a weightier paradox, nor

more delightfully described the adventures of his soul in the midst

of masterpieces.
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Then Professor Cerf solves his riddle by alleging his author's

intense love of life. "Anatole France loved life even in its brutality.

. . . He loved it especially for its sensuality. . . . But many more mav

follow him in his reconciliation with life through the charms of

sensuality. One infers this means that many more may follow him

"in neglecting the last step in his logical development"—the suicide

of the Stoics, whose ideals are here so highly praised. Yet reading

this author made Professor C-erf hate existence, and hatred of life

often results in its renunciation. Thus Anatole France is indeed

dangerous, for his readers may either commit suicide or be recon

ciled to life—events eciuallv abhorrent to sound moralistic criticism.

Sound, and judicious too. because the critic concedes that "it is

no longer permissible to denounce sensuality without qualification."

Persuaded l)y hiiu that "in sensualit}' there is a satyr as well as a

n\ mph"', the reader can now limit his pursuit to the latter alone. But

he learns no more about this innocuous nymph : as with the ''emo-

tions above the reason" of a greater critic, her image flees like the

vision in L'aprrs-inidi d'un fainie. We only see that she is not that

refuge from a materialistic reality bestowed by reading or writing;

for "it is doubtful if an}- greater writer or any worthy reader ever

looked upon art as a means of escape from life." Thus Professor

Cerf, for if "the sound critic censured the excess of aestheticism

in the nineties, his successor censures the excess of didacticism of

to-day."

After all there is no disf|uieting novelty about the creed that

"Art has always been a criticism of life", and certainlv Sylvestre

Bonnard, Jerome Coignard, Bergeret and Crain(|uebille otter net

criticism of life worth setting beside the brief list of books praised

by l^rof-essor Cerf. For to the philosophers, dramatists and moral-

ists of antii|uiiy lie adds the traditional classics Bacon, Shakespeare,

Pascal, Burke, Dr. Johnson, Goethe, Joubert and ^latthew Arnold.

The last name might shcnv why he finds France "no central and im-

portant philosophy of life and no real seriousness." No, there is

nothing of that in France's early faith in science, nor his skeptical

credo in L'liionaiiie tnuicdic, nor in his Pyrrhonistic apologia, here

cited: "1 ha\e believed at least in the relati\ity of things and in the

succession of ])henomena."

Clearly Anatole I'Vance lacked the seriousness dear to .Vrnold

and did not sup with his band on sweetness and light, among the

Olvmpians. lie was one "who sees nothing in life worth attaching
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oneself Uj exxept curiosity and sensuality"; he was even "an incom-

plete humanist, because he lacks seriousness." The humanist seeks

Truth ; not finding- it, France could never have sought it seriously.

"The style of his work shows a concern for beauty, but of truth he

has little to ofifer us." And even that little had a pernicious efifect.

For "in his later novels and in his socialistic propaganda, he is so

bent upon the establishm-ent of social and economic truths as he

sees them that the beauty which he formerly found in life and

things IS no longer his primarv love." His disintegration seems to

be a resultant of his pursuit of truth

!

He does not identify beauty and truth, like Plato, Arnold and

his critic. This is part of "his lack of seriousness, a deficiency

which is likely to prove fatal to an artist" iu the lapse of time.

Professor Cerf, whose own honesty is evident in his candid accep-

tance of France's statement that he is "totally lacking in imagina-

tion", and who admits "that in the study of Anatole France it is

(lifticult for me to discriminate reality and pose" (let us read irony"),

shows us why future readers will not tolerate the man. "People

who must live in the world, and cannot retire with France to

pleasant seclusion, are sometimes nettled when he derides them."

Then on page 136 he sums up the degeneration of France from

his primitive sentimentality. "As he grew to manhood, his stroiic''

sensual impulse, unspoiled at first, dii^tated the d'rection in \\'hich

his sentiment:i!ity was to go, and allied it with aesthetic esotericism

. . . the current of the time made of him a dilettante and a skeptic

c.nd transformed the harmless sensualist of the A' h'cs corivil'icvj'ics

and the soft sentimentalist of SyJvcstrc Bonnord . . . into the cvnical

and scabrous chronicler of the 11^ dcs fincioiiUus., the Dicux nut soif

and the Revolt c des angcs. ... It must lia\e been lack of -will and

character in the man which led to liis jMii^osopliy of life."

It must have been. Later we find that "there really never was a

change in France", he only sufifered from an inner conflict between

a skeptical head and a sentimental heart,—a strug^gle any serious

man can of course avoid. This explains his socialism. But even in

that he was not serious, though he went about speaking at meetings

:

for an^•one knows that really serious socialists indulge in dreadful

things.

For lack of seriousness, then, Anatole France simply degener-

ated. And the lesson is carried into the chapter on his "Romantic"

style. "He lacks fatally the virility and fire of classic literature.
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No man could possess such qualities who had no convictions and

believed in nothing except soft pleasures and the flux of things.

France loved sensual subjects, but that uneasy perturbation, akin

to sensual excitation which the sensitive person and even many
others rougher and coarser feel continually while reading him.

proceeds even more perhaps from his style than from his subject."

His style did not degenerate: "he never ceased to write with

great skill, but more and more he makes sacrifices to the god of

irony." And Professor Cerf does not like irony "in season and

out of season" ; he is justifiably perplexed : "there is always lurk-

ing in the mind of the reader the suspicion he is tricking him."

"One is jaded finally : one searches for relief in a volume of straight-

forward i^rose." Professor Cerf does not like sarcasm either: Abbe

Coignard's comparison of man to the gorilla sticks in his throat,

and he chokes over the aspersion more often and more \iolently

than a fundamentalist.

In short, the reader feels that Professor Cerf found a hard task

in tracing the Degeneration of an Artist who never ceased to write

with great skill. Turning the leaves of his stimulating study, we

sympathise with him for toiling through those forty-five volumes.

summed U]) in his epigraph as "heavy lightness and serious vanity."

Hoc npiis. hie labor crat, and without reward. For "the ironist

who. like France, spares no person and no thing, attacks good, bad

and indifferent, friend and foe. mocks at the whole world and all

that it contains, including himself and his w^orks, all to no serious

purpose, mav be diverting, but he cannot be important."

TTis reward could only be incidental. "Anatole France", he

tells us. "affords his readers that most agreeable of all sensations

—

the sense of superiority to one's neighbors." Perhaps too a disciple

of Arnold might find a certain joy in judging a foreign writer who

has baffled him, and to whom he has soberly addressed the reproach

that stupid Mme. Bergeret made to her husband: "T don't under-

stand you, Fucian. You laugh at things that are not laughable, and

one never knows wliellier \o\\ are joking or serious."
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The she-wolf lies crouched in the shadow

Where the moonlight's spread in chopped figures,

Geometrical sections, disordered,

Weird aggregate of angle proposing

;

Her jav/s gaping wnde in tense waiting,

Knowing well that the bramble's pathways

All converge near her lair in the ending,

No escape for the wanderer biding

;

With gums in redolent round hillocks.

Out of which rise fangs that are jagged,

Short and tall, humble and monumental.

And agleam in irregular whiteness.

Some glow with the pearl tint of newness,

Some, yellowed, are marked with hoar sepsis,

With her gullet abysmal, e'en soundless,

In its vortex suggesting oblivion ;

And the snarl, formed in lip upturning.

Tells of greed cock-sure of its victim.

Thus the shcrwolf lies crouched in the shadow.

And her fangs are agleam in the moonlight.

Charles Sloan Reid.
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I found her strolling where the lily leaps

To catch the kiss of sunshine at the morn.

Where merging streams, of nature's unity.

In diapasons sweet and soothing, prate.

Where leaf and stone a common story tell

Of glint and gleam thro' countless ages stored,

Where throaty songster stirs the scented air

In carols, lilting themes of creature praise

—

With l)osom bared, as snowy pillows soft.

And lips abloom, inviting kisses sweet.

Eves flashing lights from fair Aurora gleaned.

With cheek and nostrils turned entrancingly.

I clasped her hand, and felt a thrill of joy.

As off we sped in unrestricted ways.

The day was long, the sunshine bathed th.e fields.

The fragrant breath of flowers swept the moor

:

We laughed, we sang, nor heeded how the time passed.

Nor entertained one thought of yesterday,

Xor lodged a fear for far tomorrow-'s pains

—

The mead, the dance, the song was all in all.

Charles Sloan Reid.
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